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I say, gentlemen, hadn’t we better 
kick over the whole show and scatter 
rationalism to the winds, simply to send 
these logarithms to the devil, and to 
enable us to live once more at our own 
sweet foolish will!

––– Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 
   Notes from the Underground

Gilad Ratman’s project for the 2013 
Venice Biennale is a tangled web of 
trajectories—that is, an actual network 
or web rather than a work about such 
a system. Its visual roots, as well as its 
subject matter and modus operandi, 
may be traced to some of Ratman’s 

earlier works. His video Che Che the Gorgeous (2005), for instance, features 
two !gures lying on a cracked, barren desert. Odd creatures, their small 
bodies are wrapped like cocoons, their heads are disproportionately large, 
and they sport long, untidy hair. As the angle widens, we see more !gures 
scattered across the !eld. It is unclear whether they are in agony or waking 
from a long slumber. %eir cries are primitive, animal-like, but they seem 
to communicate; one calls out, the others reply. Before we are able to make 
sense of the scene, the screen fades to white. A home recording studio slowly 
emerges from the mist. A young man sings Alphaville’s 1980s hit “Forever 
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Young.” A&er a few verses, the wails of the cocoons join the soundtrack. Just 
as we start to enjoy the song’s sweet melody, the video cuts to another home 
studio, or, perhaps, a di#erent view of the same room, where we now see 
that the cocoons’ voices are being recorded. Several young men and women, 
directed by the artist himself, use bottles and glasses to produce the eerie 
sounds. A soundman, whose shaggy look echoes that of the cocoons, operates 
the sound mixer. %e work concludes with a close-up of the singer, set against 
glittering pinpricks of light in the background, who repeats, “Do you really 
want to live forever?” We see the cocoons one last time as members of the 
crew enter the frame to “liberate” the actors from the ga#er tape in which 
they’re wrapped. 

%e next work encountered along Ratman’s journey is Alligatoriver, 
which was created in 2006. A single-screen video, it opens with a nocturnal 
scene in the woods, in which a small group of young people, dressed as 
hippies, play a song, or rather, produce a consistent “groove” of guitars and 
percussion. %e night is pitch-black, but silhouettes of people walking in the 
river’s shallow water, picking up crabs, are visible. %en we see them carrying 
boxes, which we subsequently realize are speakers; they move quietly, making 
an obvious e#ort to keep the noise down. From the night sounds emerges 
another “groove”—the repetitive techno beat of a looped guitar emanates 
from the speakers. People come and go; there is a sense of something going 
on, something being prepared. Intercut with these preparations are silent 
scenes of strange shadows—something in between aliens and monsters—and 
a congregation of in'atable alligators dri&ing down the river. %roughout the 
!lm, the behavior of the partyers becomes less and less “civilized”—they cram 

the crab into their mouths with their hands, coughing loudly. As they plug in 
more and more speakers, the volume of the “groove” increases until it becomes 
a full-blown rave. %eir conduct grows wilder and their coughing becomes 
vomiting. One couple can be seen having sex against a tree. Someone burns 
a hole in a tent with a cigarette in order to peep inside. Someone else pours 
oil out of a can of tuna !sh onto a sleeping couple, then eats the tuna. Others 
dance. Some are busy pouring water from bottles into the river. %ese noisy 
scenes are interspersed with silent views of the alligators 'oating down the 
river. At some point, we notice that each alligator is being guided silently by 
a camou'aged man. %e cross-cutting between the revelers and the alligators 
makes it appear that the latter are stealthily approaching the party, but the 
video ends inconclusively with the “alligators” climbing out of the river; no 
evidence whatsoever connects the two scenes.

Discussing Alligatoriver with Ratman a few years ago, he told me that 
his dream had been to take “forty—more! sixty—people to the woods, at 
night.” He wanted to take this voyage with them. %at dream was ful!lled in 
!e Workshop, Ratman’s video installation for the Israeli Pavilion at the 2013 
Venice Biennale.

!e Workshop’s concerns are, in many ways, close to those of Che Che the 
Gorgeous, Alligatoriver, and other of Ratman’s works. He once again introduces 
a group of people, numbering about thirty—a community of non-actors, 
including some of his closest friends (who appear in other of his works as 
well). As he himself has said, it was important to him to take this voyage with 
his community of friends. It was even more important, however, that the group 
“look” like a community. Clearly, there is no hierarchy at work in this group, 
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Che Che the Gorgeous, 2005, 9 min, 
DV, single-channel
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which appears to operate in an organic way. Ratman quotes sociological and 
behavioral theories that study the pre-social behavior of humans in terms 
of both language and social structures. It has been suggested that groups 
of as many as thirty people can communicate with limited language, and 
without hierarchy or leadership. In the essay by Pioter Shmugliakov that 
appears in this catalogue, Shmugliakov, who appears in most of Ratman’s 
works, expresses the joy that spread among Ratman’s friends when he was 
selected to represent Israel at the Venice Biennale; they knew he would take 
them along. %is community is the fundamental starting point of Ratman’s 
works. But, as Shmugliakov shows, this choice is not only social, but aesthetic 
as well—a choice by virtue of which the work of art becomes universal.

%is !ve-screen video installation portrays an expedition, a voyage, or, 
more precisely, an exodus of a group of people out of Israel. In terms of 
a linear narrative, the group enters a cave on a hillside at Mount Carmel, 
which overlooks Haifa. %e group traverses huge caves and narrow passages, 
tunnels both 'ooded and dry. Some carry a basic backpack, but nothing that 
resembles a survival kit. %eir attire—the sloppy, hippy-ish clothing we saw 
in Alligatoriver—is completely inappropriate for caving. Finally, they arrive 
at a sha& and begin to climb; at its top, they hammer and drill through the 
rock. When this yields and light penetrates the sha&, they widen the hole and, 
one by one, exit the tunnel and enter a man-made space. %e long shot that 
documents this act leaves no doubt about where we are; it takes but a moment 
to grasp that we have arrived at the Israeli Pavilion in Venice, exactly where 
we, the viewers, now stand watching this work.

While the physical journey seems to have ended, the personal journey has 

pp. 21-22    Ñ
Alligatoriver, 2006, 20 min

DV, single-channel
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not. As people emerge from the sha& into the pavilion, they begin to arrange 
the objects they !nd there and the things they brought along with them—
blocks of clay, microphones, and cables. On the ground 'oor, they !nd a large 
wooden box, which they place atop two trestles. %is, it turns out, contains 
a sound mixer. %e newcomers spread throughout the space and begin to 
work the clay. %e pavilion quickly becomes a sculpture workshop. Each of 
the travelers sculpts his or her own portrait. Inserting the microphones into 
the lumps of clay, they start to make noise, and, hollering into the mics, they 
sometimes adopt suggestive positions in relation to their clay portraits. %e 
sculpture workshop becomes a vocal workshop; one of the travelers, without 
directing or even seeing the noise-making people on the 'oor above, operates 
the sound mixer on the ground 'oor. He “sculpts” with sound as his fellow 
travelers sculpted with clay.

%is narrative is presented to the public in a fragmented and erratic 
way: the !rst screen shows the soundman sequence, and the last screen, the 
entrance to the cave at Mount Carmel. Upon entering the space, visitors 
discover the hole in the ground, surrounded by a pile of debris. %e screen 
next to it—the soundman operating the mixer—shows the same space, but 
from another angle. %is situation, in which the screen mirrors the position 
of the viewer, is somewhat confusing for the latter. %is mirroring and the 
break-down of the surface (screen) are distinctive of Ratman’s way of treating 
the formal characteristics of video and embody the spatial ontology typical 
of his works.

To best exemplify this point, I would like to revisit another of Ratman’s 
seminal works—the video installation Multipilori (2010). It features a 
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construction in the spirit of an amusement park’s photo-scenography, in 
which a subject inserts his head into a hole in a painted scene in order to be 
photographed. %e real context for this work, though, is not so amusing. %e 
title of the work refers to the pillory or stocks—the historical instrument of 
punishment and public humiliation in which a person’s head is operatively 
separated from the body by a hinged plank with a hole for the head. Using 
this principle, Ratman built a wall in which twelve body-less heads protrude 
from a jungle-like scene.

For Multipilori, a video loop, the camera dolly slowly and steadily moves 
around this phantasmagoric scene. %e image, in which the dolly tracks are 
intermittently visible, is accompanied by the abrasive, scratching sound of metal 
being dragged across a hard surface (not the sound made by a professional 
dolly track). Although the movement is steady, a few seconds of freeze-frame, 
which !ll the screen with the panorama, stress the “frontal” view. %is “frozen” 
moment is enhanced by a few seconds of silence in the soundtrack. %e !gures 
barely look at the camera and do not smile; strain is evident in their faces. 
Slowly, as if fatigued, the dolly starts to move again, tracking around and 
behind the wall. We can now see the precarious construction of the wall and 
the utterly uncomfortable positions of the participants, who, crowded together, 
must remain still during the shoot. %is mass of bodies behind the wall, some 
of which are naked, some wearing underwear or shorts, is juxtaposed with 
the monochromatic, bleak atmosphere in front. %e poses orchestrated by 
Ratman are grotesque and obviously unnatural, and likely painful.

As we continue to circle this three-dimensional tableau vivant, the !gures 
remain perfectly still. %e e#ect is that the participants appear to be literally 

pp. 25-26    Ñ
Multipillory, 2010, continuous loop

 DV, single-channel, 3#2.25 meter 
wooden structure
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bisected by the wall—a bodiless head on one side, and a headless body on the 
other. Signi!cant for our analysis, the installation duplicates this set-up; the 
image is projected onto an exact replica of the wooden wall (sans the holes 
for the heads and the panorama of the jungle). By projecting the video on the 
front of a wall, the work presents the whole story—not only the video and its 
construction, but the back of the screen as well. When the viewer, mimicking 
the movement of the dolly, turns to the back of the wall, he or she experiences 
a strange feeling of déjà vu. %is sense of multi-dimensionality, of inhabiting 
a hall of mirrors, recurs in !e Workshop. Multipilori simultaneously presents 
a bisected plane (screen) that plays with the concealing and revealing of what 
lies beyond the frame, as well as what lies behind and before it. In this work, 
Ratman tells us that reality is found not only on the screen, but behind it, 
and, moreover, that this revelation of the work’s construction, this multi-
dimensionality, is not only acceptable, but a condition of any appreciation of 
the work. Multipilori’s background image—the panorama of the jungle—was 
photographed at the monkey’s cage at the Bronx Zoo in New York. Looking 
carefully, we can see a live monkey at the bottom of the image. It is signi!cant 
that the photograph features arti!cial trees, a real monkey and a nineteenth-
century-esque diorama in the background, which adds several more layers of 
depth and illusion to the scene.

%is approach to the screen as a membrane that is part of the world rather 
than a surface that re'ects it is rooted in an appreciation of the beginnings 
of cinema and the famous legend of spectators 'eeing the approaching train 
during the Lumière brothers’ screening of their Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat 
in 1895. Nicola Setari, in his essay here, discusses the connection between 

Stick Your Face, Maryland Zoo, 
Baltimore. Photo © crowolf, 2006

Lai Afong, Chinese prisoners 
with Cangues, c. 1870
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Ratman’s work and cinema in terms of the British band Jamiroquai’s use of 
Godzilla in their video for their song “Deeper Underground.” In the video, as 
Setari notes, the mythic monster bursts through the screen on which the !lm 
Godzilla is being projected, 'ooding the entire cinema. Only in commercial 
!lm is reality presented as one and indivisible, and this apparent unity resides 
only on the screen.

%is brings us to the philosophical analogy between the screen and the 
cave. In literature and myth, from Plato and Homer to Keats and Twain, one 
rarely, if ever, !nds a cave without mention of what lies outside it, or, in Plato’s 
case at least, the confusion of inside and outside. In his essay below, Diego 
Trujillo o#ers numerous popular examples of the transition between the above-
ground and the underground.

In this formal morphology we can !nd a rationale for Ratman’s 
fragmentation and deconstruction of !e Workshop’s narrative onto 
!ve screens. In entering the cave, the members of the community can be 
understood as penetrating the membrane of the wall/screen. Likewise, the 
frontal projection of the trek through the caves transforms a large wall in the 
pavilion into a trompe l’oeil, but unlike those baroque ceilings that appear to 
open to the sky, here the wall gives way to a hole in the ground. %e other 
screens play o# the actual space of the pavilion in the manner of an amusement 
park’s hall of mirrors—doubling and multiplying the re'ected image.

%is performative, site-speci!c aspect of the work, as well as the physical 
traces of the presented events in the space, make it “believable.” Logistical 
issues aside, !e Workshop’s use of the pavilion itself in the video collapses 
inside and outside. %e hole in the ground and the sculptures le& behind in the 

space provide visible proof that the events depicted in the video actually took 
place; the physical reality of these objects endows the rest of the narrative with 
credibility, even though the journey is, obviously and necessarily, the product 
of cinematic magic.

While the work conveys the impression of a spontaneous event that 
was recorded “live,” the truth of the work’s construction is thoughtful 
deliberateness. %e soundtrack of !e Workshop was carefully cra&ed through 
numerous recording sessions. %e “singers” were coached by Yoni Silver, and 
the installation’s overall sound was designed by Daniel Meir. Needless to say, 
the caving sequence was constructed from footage of many hikes in diverse 
locations, and the workshop footage itself was the product of, variously, the 
actors’ impulses, a professional sculptor’s intensive assistance, and Ratman’s 
interventions in the event as it spontaneously evolved. %is mode of working 
reveals the distance between Ratman’s video work and “documentary” in terms 
of method as well as subject matter. Interested in the potential of the self-
created situation and the material it generates, he declares that, “What you see 
is not necessarily what happened.”

%ere is never a straightforward reason or comprehensible outcome in 
Ratman’s works. Mostly composed of two or more parallel though vaguely 
connected stories, or stories in which causes and e#ects are obscure, the basic 
narrative is always indeterminate. %e spectator never knows exactly what the 
people featured in the works are doing, what their purpose is, or what the plot’s 
denouement or outcome might be. As Ratman puts it,

A coherent, uniform and linear narrative, as in mainstream cinema, usually 
requires an orderly, hierarchical structure, whose components justify and 
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validate each other. !e script, casting, costumes, dialogues, camera work, 
lighting, editing, and sound are all harnessed to an overly monolithic, 
coherent logic, worldview, and stance. !e world I experience, and in which 
I wish to operate, is fragmented, chaotic, and above all, random. As far as 
I am concerned, [this world] is a more stimulating situation which enables 
freer movement of meaning-generation. I like incomprehensible situations 
which refuse to fall around a single narrative, as well as those that generate 
estrangement—like returning home [and] opening the door, only to "nd that 
other people have lived there for a while. I hope that the viewer, too, will 
be intrigued enough not to experience incomprehension as perplexity or as 
failure, but rather as an opportunity to create a new toolbox. !e interest of 
the sovereign (the power structure), I believe, is primarily to form a uniform, 
binary language. !is is the basis for domination; without it the entire system 
would collapse. It is a precondition for all other interests. In this respect, it is 
better that you speak against the system using its language. I do not purport 
to be able to change this, but I do prefer to wake up in the morning with the 
belief that this is what I am trying to do.

%is subversive subtext in Ratman’s work is explicity re'ected in !e Workshop. 
Diego Trujillo o#ers some interesting insights about our culture’s archetypal 
relation with caves and tunnels, all of which stem from the fact that movement 
in a cave cannot be monitored. Long before CCTV systems were able to capture 
the movement of our lives and our cities, the ability to move unseen implied 
danger and threat, and thus evil intent. Trujillo discusses bin Laden, Batman, 
and Wikileaks in terms of this menace of invisibility. In this context of the 

threat posed by the invisible underground, it is worth noting another point, 
much closer to home, that has haunted the Israeli government and army for 
years and may have prompted Ratman’s choice of subject matter for this work: 
the tunnels used by Palestinians in Gaza in order to evade the Israeli embargo. 
It is well known that, despite the blockade imposed by Israel, Gaza’s economy 
is 'ourishing. All of the necessary goods, from cooking gas to luxury cars, 
from wheat to missiles, !nd their way to Gaza through myriad tunnels dug in 
the desert sands beneath the border between Egypt and Gaza. As in the case 
of many other of the world’s national borders, tunnels are—and will always 
remain—the best way to sidestep the system. In Ratman’s !e Workshop, transit 
crosses national borders by means of underground networks in movement that 
is free, undetectable, and unidenti!able. 

Moreover, the sudden invasion of the Israeli Pavilion from underground 
calls to mind a squat. While the group makes no e#ort to avoid waking up 
the neighbors, its silent, undetected disappearance from the pavilion, its non-
hierarchical social structure, the random chaos produced by the voices, and so 
on, indicate the subversive nature of its task.

%e modeling of the heads in clay in !e Workshop returns us to Che Che 
and Multipilori, works in which the head is somehow bisected from the body. 
In order to better understand this move, and the sound connected to it, one 
must mention yet another, earlier, work: !e 588 Project (2009), a two-screen 
video installation—part of a wider project created by Ratman while living in 
the United States (2007–2010)—that focuses on a community of people who 
enjoy sinking into mud pools. %e video was shot in a studio in Arkansas 
that specializes in the production of “mud submersion” !lms. As is his usual 
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practice, Ratman took some of his friends along with him. As the mud-covered 
heads are totally unidenti!able, he was able to share the experience with his 
friends by directly participating in the work.

!e 588 Project shows di#erent views of a muddy swamp. Covered in mud, 
heads slowly start to surface; these images are accompanied by sounds of deep 
breathing. %e heads appear to breathe through transparent plastic tubes. 
Following these tubes as they wind around a number of trees, the camera 
reveals the liquid mud 'owing through them. %e tubes are !nally seen to be 
connected to wooden 'utes, which seem to be “playing” something between 
polyphony and a series of random notes. Despite the apparent illogicality, it 
seems as if the heads are “blowing” into the 'utes through the tubes, but since 
the tubes are attached to the wrong end of the 'utes, they could not produce 
any sound; moreover, mud drips through the 'utes’ holes. Reminiscent of the 
creatures in Che Che and Multipilori, approximately twenty heads appear to 
barely “'oat” on the surface of the mud in the video’s !nal shot. According 
to Ratman,

the relationship between the head and the body has to do with systems. 
Sophisticated capitalist systems are headless. !at’s where their wisdom lies, 
that there is no head to cut o#. In the past, you could defeat the system by 
the physical-symbolic act of beheading the king. Today, such an option no 
longer exists. Even if Mark Zuckerberg disappears, Facebook will not—at 
least not the concept. I explore situations of violent separation between the 
head and the body. !ere is no harmony; there is dissonance. I am interested 
in creating systems which propose a di#erent logic of “information $ow.”

Ñ

!e Days of the Family of the Bell
2012, 4:57 min, color, HDV

single-channel
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To return to !e Workshop, a&er modeling their own heads, the participants 
embedded or inserted microphones into them. Shouting and bellowing into 
the mics, their vocalizations gradually rise in a constant crescendo.

%is part of the work is a perfect example of the structural principles 
that shape Ratman’s works; the sound constitutes the “'ow of information” 
in which the artist is very interested. Traveling through the black cables 
spread on the pavilion 'oor (in a way that echoes the actors’ journey through 
the tunnels), the voices reach the mixer, where they are “transformed into 
something else” by the soundman. In yet another act of magic, the voices, 
manipulated and synthesized, merge into a single wave of sound. But we can 
also hear the di#erent layers of the soundscape—the ambient sound in the 
caves, natural and distorted voices, and manipulated sound. Formally, this 
bunch of cables (like the plastic tubes in 588) and the mixer render visible 
the system of connections that, more than merely transporting sound, links 
people and creates a single sound piece, a common experience, a universal 
aesthetic statement.

It is the sound elements of the work, then, that best represent Ratman’s 
structural concerns with respect to the relationship between the individual and 
the collective. As Ratman explains,

!ink of social networks. !ey are based on organization of individual 
identity within group identities. !e interplay between the individual and 
the collective in the work is exactly the same—the whole notion of people who 
gather together and are connected in various ways, whether by sharing the 
same space, by merging their voices, even through the cables and the mixer. 
It has no existence by itself; it is a network which relates to a certain tension 

between everyone in a given system, which is a technologically inferior system 
I built with clay and cables.

For Ratman, !e Workshop’s simple, primitive “system” serves to undermine 
another one—that of the nation-state, the international network of frontiers, 
fences, and passport controls that monitor our every movement. But the 
“underground” ethics of !e Workshop do not derive from its narrative. As 
evinced in his earlier works, Ratman draws on a long tradition of discontent 
and skepticism in Western culture, beginning with Dostoyevsky’s seminal 
Notes from the Underground—the confessions of a misanthrope in which free 
will is placed above predictability and utilitarianism.

 Despite Ratman’s explicit anti-establishment spirit, the uncertainty of his 
plots, and the subversive and transgressive subject matter of his work, Ratman 
remains a structuralist who believes that meaning is found in the relationship 
between individuals rather than in the individuals themselves.

–––

Sergio Edelsztein (b. Buenos Aires, 1956) has been director and chief curator of the Center for 
Contemporary Art (CCA), Tel Aviv since 1995.
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A Serendipitous Discovery
In the summer of 2012, Adi Gura, the 
managing director of the Braverman 
Gallery in Tel Aviv, which includes 
Gilad Ratman among the artists it 
represents, approached me in Kassel, 
Germany, a&er a lecture on the Logbook 
of dOCUMENTA (13)1 and suggested 
the possibility of collaborating to 
produce something for this catalogue. 
%at lecture had begun with a quotation 
from Herman Melville’s Moby Dick, 
a novel whose surface I had barely 
scratched at the time. Perhaps, in that 
moment, the greatest leviathan of the 

literary seas dived “underwater,” holding its breath all the way from Kassel, to 
resurface here, now, in these waters.

In chapter 41 of Moby Dick, Ishmael, the narrator, compares the marvels 
attributed to the great white whale to the “fabulous narrations” of ancient times, 
including the story of the fountain of Arethusa near Syracuse. %is analogy 
struck me a few days a&er Gilad Ratman invited me to write for this catalogue. 
%e Greek myth that situates the origin of the fountain in ancient Greece, and 
Ishmael’s suggestion that the fountain’s waters issued not from Greece but 
from the Holy Land, spilled over in my mind into Ratman’s project for the 
Israeli pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2013. All three—Melville’s novel, 

I’m goin’ deeper underground
!ere’s too much panic in this town
I’m goin’ deeper underground
!ere’s too much panic in this town
––– Jamiroquai, Deeper Underground

Under the bowers 
Where the Ocean Powers 
Sit on their pearled thrones; 
!rough the coral woods 
Of the weltering $oods, 
Over heaps of unvalued stones; 
!rough the dim beams 
Which amid the streams 
Weave a network of coloured light; 
And under the caves, 
Where the shadowy waves 
Are as green as the forest’s night:-- 
Outspeeding the shark, 
And the sword-"sh dark, 
Under the Ocean’s foam, 
And up through the ri%s 
Of the mountain cli%s 
!ey passed to their Dorian home.
––– Percy Bysshe Shelley, Arethusa

  Nicola Setari

DEEPER 

UNDERGROUND 

TO THE 

FOUNTAIN OF 

ARETHUSA
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the Greek myth and Ratman’s artwork—portray underground or underwater 
escapes. With Ratman’s encouragement, I took a re'ective, associative rather 
than analytic approach to this text, which treats these di#erent portrayals of 
the underground and underwater realms as communicating vessels that bring 
to light a certain mode of artistic creation. A&er serendipitously rediscovering 
the song “Deeper Underground” by the British jazz funk and acid jazz band 
Jamiroquai, yet another vessel—the !lm Godzilla—also came to mind. What 
follows is the result of my musings and re'ections on these various vessels.

Digging, Surfacing and Artistic Sublimation
To unearth the etymology of the verb “to dig” is the kind of endlessly recursive 
task that helps us to understand just how di)cult it is to dig oneself out of 
language, like trying to swim out of quicksand. An apt visualization of this 
di)culty can be found in Ratman’s previous video, !e Boggy Man, in which 
a !gure, holding alo& a smartphone, records a video of his own sinking into 
quicksand. %e origin of the verb “to dig” is uncertain. According to an online 
etymological dictionary, “dike” and “ditch” are its ancestors. %ese notions 
immediately suggest the creation of barriers to redirect the natural course of 
water or the excavation of narrow holes to collect it. %e locating and control 
of water thus appears to be intertwined with the act of digging.

Human beings have used digging as a fundamental survival strategy since 
pre-historic times, tunneling underground in order to connect caves and create 
larger and safer living environments. %roughout antiquity, underground 
passageways were used to connect temples to palaces, catacombs to public 
squares, fortresses to villages. One such pedestrian passageway, built in 

Babylonia between 2180 and 2160 BC and measuring about 900 meters in 
length, crossed underneath the Euphrates River. %e digging of the tunnel was 
made possible by the temporary redirection of the river through a system of 
dikes and ditches during the dry season.

Nature has dug out even more impressive underground tunnels, in some 
cases taking the form of subterranean rivers that 'ow from the ground down 
into sinkholes and through cave systems to resurface further downstream—on 
land, in the sea or into lakes. %ese natural wonders have inspired mythic 
narratives about the rivers of the underworld, one of the most famous of 
which is the Acheron in Dante’s Inferno. In our understanding of the impact 
of natural phenomena on humanity’s collective imagination, we o&en accord 
more importance to those of the above-ground or celestial realms, and less to 
those that lie below the surface of the earth.

In reality, underground streams have long fascinated poets and writers 
because they metaphorically express the subconscious and the irruption of our 
subconscious life, sometimes in the form of involuntary memories. %e best-
known literary example of such involuntary recollections is, of course, Proust’s 
“madeleine.” Literature itself can be understood as a network of rivers, whose 
interconnections and con'uences may seem to disappear underground and 
then, generations later or in faraway lands, resurface. A word, expression or 
book can follow mysterious paths through the subconscious, only to reappear 
at another moment and place, just as the relics of ships lost at sea mysteriously 
made their way, presumably carried by underground streams, to a lake atop 
Strella Mountain in Portugal.2

While researching the etymology of the word “digging,” this subterranean 
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system delivered one such “relic” to me: a refrain from the song “Deeper 
Underground” by Jamiroquai. “%ere’s too much panic in this town, I’m goin’ 
deeper underground” expresses well the urge to !nd an escape route. %is 
escape can take the form of artistic sublimation.

Godzilla’s Sources
%e song “Deeper Underground” was composed for the soundtrack of the 
less-than-successful movie Godzilla, made in 1998. %is !lm was an American 
remake of Ishiro Honda’s 1954 movie, in which Godzilla, a giant reptilian 
monster, appeared for the !rst time. Although the American version of the 
!lm suggested that French nuclear tests in the Paci!c Ocean were responsible 
for the creature’s existence, the original Japanese movie was a direct response 
to the e#ects of America’s bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 and 
was produced shortly a&er the disastrous Castle Bravo nuclear test near the 
Marshall Islands in 1954—giving a very di#erent picture of Godzilla’s birth. 
%e Castle Bravo test had consequences that reached well beyond the security 
zone de!ned by the United States. Almost a hundred Japanese !shing boats 
were contaminated by deadly radioactive ashes. At the time of these events—
events the U.S. military tried to cover up—only one of the a#ected vessels 
received any media attention: all of the sailors aboard the Lucky Dragon 5 died. 
Godzilla’s dragon-like form and !ery breath might very well have been inspired 
by the name of that boat. Honda’s Godzilla—a mutant creature generated by 
nuclear tests performed at sea—was a powerful metaphor for the threat posed 
by nuclear energy. In the !lm, the city of Tokyo is almost entirely destroyed 
a&er the monster rises from the watery depths of Tokyo Bay.
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Godzilla’s name (“Gojira” in Japanese) is a portmanteau, a combination 
of two other words: the Japanese word for gorilla (“gurira”) and that for 
whale (“kujira”). Transgressing the natural order, the monster combined the 
underwater and terrestrial capacities of both animals, making it the “king of 
the monsters,” as the title of the American adaptation of the movie declared. It 
is interesting to note that the inclusion of “whale” in Godzilla’s name suggests 
a link to another !ctional underwater creature—Moby Dick. 

%ere is no doubt that in conceiving Godzilla, Honda had in mind the 
blockbuster movie King Kong, made by Merian C. Cooper in 1933. Cooper’s 
!lm featured a gigantic ape, captured by a Hollywood !lm crew and 
transported to New York City, where it was showcased to paying audiences as 
the eighth wonder of the world. %e animal eventually escapes and, clinging 
to the top of the Empire State Building, is shot by U.S. !ghter planes and falls 
to his death.

Honda may, in his youth, have seen the silent movie Wasei Kingu Kongu, a 
Japanese copy of the American !lm, also made in 1933. Legend has it that this 
!lm was lost as a result of the U.S. atomic bombing of Japan in 1945. %e self-
re'exive and critical spirit of the American King Kong, in which the ruthless 
greed of the entertainment business leads to tragedy—a tragedy triggered 
by the 'ashes of the photographers’ cameras that drive Kong mad and cause 
him to break his chains and 'ee—is replaced in Honda’s Godzilla by a plea for 
ecological awareness about the dangers of nuclear weapons and nuclear power. 
If, as I maintain, there is a link between Godzilla and Moby Dick, King Kong 
serves as the bridge between them. 

%e self-re'exive critique of spectacle in the original King Kong resurfaces 

in the music video of “Deeper Underground.” Set in a large movie theater, an 
audience watches a scene from the American remake of Godzilla in 3D. On 
the screen, Godzilla pulls a number of !shing boats underwater, then rises 
up and, appearing to walk on water, strides toward the audience until he 
breaks through what is revealed to be not a screen, but glass; the cinema is 
'ooded with water and panic ensues. At this point, Jay Kay, the lead singer of 
Jamiroquai, enters the movie theater, and while the panicked patrons attempt 
to 'ee, he begins to sing and dance, leaping over the seats as streams of water 
pour in from the ocean.

An impressive piece of !ction, the music video plays with the classical 
trope of images that come alive, like the statue in the myth of Pygmalion. 
%e image of the 'ooded cinema, itself anticipated by Godzilla’s sinking of 
the ships, visualizes stream of consciousness, the outburst of the “monstrous” 
subconscious. %e video thus constitutes an image of image-production, a !gure 
of !guration, like Plato’s cave—what iconologist W.J.T. Mitchell has called a 
hypericon or metapicture.3 I will return to this site of image-production, as well 
as to the notion of the self-re'exive critique of spectacle, in my consideration of 

Deeper Underground, 1998
Director: Mike Lipscombe
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Ratman’s piece, but let us now, following Jamiroquai, go “deeper underground,” 
all the way to Ortigia (Syracuse) via Melville’s Moby Dick.

#e Fountain of Arethusa and Moby Dick
%ere are two famous versions of the myth of the fountain of Arethusa, one 
by Pausanias4 and the other by Ovid.5 %ey both tell the story of Arethusa, 
a nymph who, while bathing naked in the waters of the Alpheus River, is 
discovered by the river god, who falls in love with her. Arethusa 'ees, and 
in order to better pursue and possess her, Alpheus takes on human form. 
%e nymph appeals to the goddess Artemis, her protector, to escape Alpheus. 
Artemis transforms Arethusa into water and transports her underground to 
the island of Ortigia, where she pours the liquid Arethusa into a fountain that 
had stood there since ancient times. Returning to his liquid form, Alpheus, in 
the shape of an underwater stream, follows her across the Mediterranean Sea, 
all the way to Sicily, where their waters !nally merge.

In Moby Dick, the reference to the fountain in chapter 41 appears in a 
description of the magical abilities ascribed to the great whale by superstitious 
!shermen. One of the most intriguing of these magical abilities is the animal’s 
alleged ubiquity. As Ishmael informs us, the whale is said to have been spotted 
by ships on opposite sides of the world at the same time. He surmises that 
this fantastic claim is likely the result of the speed at which whales, using 
underwater currents, can travel (a phenomenon that had not, at that time, 
been scienti!cally veri!ed). %us does Ishmael equate the experience of the 
whalers to the “fabulous narrations” about the fountain of Arethusa and the 
lake atop Strella Mountain. What is particularly curious about this reference to 
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Arethusa’s fountain is that, instead of adhering to the traditional version of the 
myth, according to which the fountain’s waters originated in Greece, thereby 
rea)rming the ancient ties between the Greek homeland and its Sicilian colony, 
Melville wrote of the fountain’s waters that they “were believed to have come 
from the Holy Land by an underground passageway.”

In Melville Biography: An Inside Narrative,6 Hershel Parker, explaining 
Melville’s fascination with underwater streams, suggests that he probably 
discovered the story of Arethusa in Isabel or Sicily: A Pilgrimage, written 
by his friend Henry %eodore Tuckerman in 1839, eleven years before the 
publication of Moby Dick. Tuckerman dedicated a long passage to the story 
of the fountain, but his account was faithful to the traditional version; he 
made no mention of the Holy Land. Melville would certainly have been 
familiar with the traditional version of the myth; he would have read it in 
the poems of Milton, Shelley and Pope. Why, then, did he change the origin 
of the underwater journey?

One must read further to discover the answer. In chapter 82, Melville 
dives into tales of legendary heroes who fought against whales and stories 
of prophets swallowed by them. He masterfully brings together the myth of 
Perseus and the biblical story of Jonah. In the Greek myth, Perseus rescues 
Andromeda by slaying the whale that is about to drown her. Melville reports 
that the skeleton of Perseus’s whale was allegedly worshipped in a pagan 
temple in ancient Joppa (Ja#a) and that the Romans, a&er conquering Joppa, 
took this skeleton, along with other spoils, in triumph back to Italy. Ishmael 
then concludes: “What seems most singular and suggestively important in 
this story, is this: it was from Joppa that Jonah set sail.” For Melville, the 

fountain of Arethusa could not have had its origin in any place other than 
the Holy Land. %e port of Ja#a is now located on the southern coastal area 
of modern Tel Aviv.

But there is another story that connects Arethusa to Tel Aviv. Flowing 
into the Mediterranean Sea, the Yarkon River ends its journey in the port 
of Tel Aviv; its source is near the modern city of Tel Aphek. Near Tel Aphek, 
one can visit the archeological site of Pegai, an ancient city that the Roman 
general Pompey, during his conquest of Judea in 63 BC, renamed Arethusa, 
thus enacting the colonial gesture of inscribing the relationship of the colony 
to the homeland, just as Ancient Greece did with Sicily.

Compared to Pompey’s imperialistic trek, the underground journey at 
the heart of Ratman’s video installation !e Workshop represents an opposite 
movement. Instead of claiming a territory, Ratman’s travelers seem to be 
escaping from one. Just as Arethusa sought refuge in Sicily, the group of people 
that embarks on the underground journey from somewhere in Israel takes 
refuge in the Israeli pavilion in Venice. 

#e Sculpture Workshop
In !e Workshop, as in other of Ratman’s works, the members of this 
heterogeneous group—about thirty people (mostly played by friends of the 
artist)—appear to be of di#erent ages and diverse, if unspeci!ed, backgrounds. 
%ey begin their journey at the entrance of a cave; from there, they embark 
on an underground expedition that, a&er much laborious tunnelling, takes 
them to the Israeli pavilion in Venice. Once inside the pavilion, they set up 
a sculpture studio in which each of them produces a self-portrait. %ey then 
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Adding an additional layer to the work is the journey that led to this scene, 
begun in a land where the problem of image-making has a long history. %e 
ancient Jewish people were given the Second Commandment, which prohibits 
the making of graven images. %e entire narrative of the multi-channel video, 
which is fragmented in a way that disrupts a linear 'ow of time, portrays 
the setting up of a place of image-making while simultaneously re'ecting 
on the conditions of possibility for such image-making. As such, the work is 
an example of Mitchell’s hypericon. %e American iconologist explains that 
these kinds of images arouse our anxieties about images and force us to think 
about their theoretical foundations. Ratman’s !e Workshop is a powerful 
hypericon because it symbolically connects a place of image-prohibition with 
one of image-exhibition, navigating a middle route between extremes. %e 
sounds that resonate in Ratman’s video installation are created by the actors 
blowing into the sculptures; this gesture, while expressing the human desire to 
instill life into idols, at the same time undermines this desire by means of the 
meaninglessness of the vocal acts performed. %is ambivalence with respect to 
image-making, which positions the work on the edge of the realm of art (and 
saves it from becoming merely politics or commerce camou'aged as art), is 
essential to Ratman’s project.

Let us attend once again to Jamiroquai’s refrain—“I’m goin’ deeper 
underground / %ere’s too much panic in this town”—and re'ect back on 
this text. We might come to realize, as Melville and many others did, that the 
fountain of Arethusa, which we have used as an analogy of Ratman’s work, is 
the fountain of art. It is where the interior journey of transmuting trauma, fear 
and desire through artistic sublimation can rise to the surface, where it can take 

engage in a kind of musical dialogue; microphones attached to their respective 
sculptures emit a variety of sounds that are mixed by a soundman who is 
positioned next to the mouth of the tunnel. %e !gure of the soundman had 
appeared in Ratman’s earlier work, in a piece entitled Che Che the Gorgeous 
(2005), which featured a group of monstrous, immobilized humanoid creatures, 
apparently dying of thirst, in a deserted landscape. In this work, the sounds 
that one imagines might issue from the su#ering creatures are, in fact, being 
produced by a small group of performers and recorded by the soundman in a 
studio. At the end of Che Che the Gorgeous, the scene is revealed to be a !lm 
set; entering the frame, the !lm crew assists the creature-actors to remove their 
cumbersome costumes.

For !e Workshop, the spectator contemplates the actions of the group 
through a multi-channel video installation, itself set up in the place of the 
sculpture studio. Di#erent channels, each of which displays a di#erent part of 
the action, are distributed to a number of monitors situated across the 'oor 
of the pavilion. %ese episodes are not in chronological order; the viewer 
must reconstruct the narrative. %e only visible physical trace of the events 
depicted in the video is the hole in the ground of the pavilion. Like the !gures 
in the video, the spectators also journeyed to the Israeli pavilion, and they 
thus become aware of the process of the making of art, of the visits by others 
to this space that preceded their own. %e viewer is situated in a self-re'exive 
position, which Ratman directs toward the processes of art-making and art-
contemplating. Ratman uses this self-re'exivity somewhat di#erently than 
Cooper, but in each case, it demands that viewers take a critical stance toward 
artistic representation. 
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1 —— !e Logbook, vols. 2/3 of 
the catalogue of dOCUMENTA 
(13), presents the “navigation” 
of dOCUMENTA (13) from the 
moment of Carolyn Christov-
Bakargiev’s nomination as artistic 
director at the end of 2008 to 
its execution in the summer of 
2012 through a series of email 
correspondence, interviews and 
pictures. Published by Hatje Cantz, 
June 2012.

2 —— In addition to the fountain 
of Arethusa, Melville’s Ishmael 
cites this case as an example of the 
prodigies of ancient times.

3 —— W.J.T. Mitchell, What Do 
Pictures Want? !e Lives and Loves 
of Images (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2005). 

4 —— Pausanias Description of 
Greece 5.7.2.

5 —— Ovid Metamorphoses 5.407 
and 487.

6 —— H. Parker, Melville Biography: 
An Inside Narrative (Evanston, IL: 
Northwestern University Press, 
2013).

Still image from the music video Hello by Lionel Richie. %e video was directed 
in 1984 by Bob Giraldi and was part of Richie's multi-platinum album Can't 
Slow Down (Motown Record Corporation). %e song reached No. 1 on three 
Billboard music charts, and joined the hall of fame of pop culture. %e video 
features the story of Richie's seemingly unrequited love for a blind art student 
(Laura Carrington) until he !nds out she shares the feeling when he discovers 
that she is sculpting a likeness of his head.

on the forms of marvelous beasts and creatures. %e beauty and di)culty of art 
is that it must go “Under the bowers / Where the Ocean Powers / Sit on their 
pearled thrones” in order to reach home.

–––

Nicola Setari (b. Brussels, 1978) is a cultural theorist, writer, and editor. His !elds of research 
are visual culture and media studies with a focus on contemporary iconoclasm. He holds a Ph.D. 
in the History of Architecture and Art Sciences (IUAV University Venice) and was an Agent of 
dOCUMENTA (13) in Kassel.
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1st day of shooting,
participants entering the faux cave, 
Mt. Carmel, Haifa, Israel
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Production meeting, studio, Tel Aviv
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Stands in the studio; 4th day of shooting, 
Mei-Kedem, Alona Park, Israel
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Costume !tting, studio, Tel Aviv: Amitai Ring 
carrying a wool sling bag with alpaca pattern 
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2nd day of shooting, Mea’arat Etzba 
(Finger Cave), Mt. Carmel, Israel

1st day of shooting, Mea’arat Sfunim, 
(Sfunim Cave), Mt. Carmel, Israel
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3rd day of shooting, crawling in the hidden tunnel system, 
Tel Goded, Israel
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Auditions in the studio, Tel Aviv
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Asi Oren, D.P., on the set,
Israeli Pavilion, Venice
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Several million years ago, a puddle of 
rainwater turned into carbonic acid, 
which began to dissolve the limestone 
bed on which it sat. %e same process was 
repeated with successive generations of 
puddles, carving a hole large enough 
for a man to !t through. Humans thus 
crossed the threshold into an unlit world 
dug out by water and earthquakes, and 
proceeded to make themselves at home. 
%is school-book depiction of primitive 
humans—half-men, half-monkeys—
gathered around a !re in a cave is one 
of the !rst images we have of people 
and caves. It is an image so rooted in 
our culture that nearly every picture of 

primitive man features a cave, suggesting that humans were not human before 
they learned to make !re and live under a roof, as if the cave itself had endowed 
these creatures with their !rst human powers. Enough has already been said 
about the further in'uence of caves on mankind; their part in the emergence of 
art, religion, burial practices and architecture has been repetitively explored in 
anthropological cave literature. However, the contemporary role of caves has 
been comparatively unexplored. We have set our interaction with caves so far 
in the past that we fail to realize their place in contemporary mythologies. In 
this text I will examine the position of the underground in the contemporary 

Diego Trujillo

CAVES, 

SUPERPOWERS 

AND CITIES
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era, re'ecting on caves and using my personal experience as a cave diver to 
explore broader questions about subterranean travel.

Entering a 'ooded cave is rife with potential dangers. To minimize risks, 
unique knowledge in diverse !elds is required: how to calculate the amount of 
air to be reserved for an emergency, the protocols for navigation in labyrinthine 
structures, visual signals used in underwater and underground communication, 
and analysis of past cave diving accidents.

Before entering a cave, a series of preparations must be performed: 
assembling and checking equipment, reviewing dive plans, setting depth and 
time limits, and scanning gear for air leaks. Only at the end of this long and 
tiring process can divers sink into the darkness.

Every time I describe the risks and protocols to non-cavers, I am asked, 
“Why go in there?” %ere are many answers to this question; caves are 
extraordinarily beautiful, and 'oating gravity-less through their geological 
scenery is just one reason. Being in an enclosed space that is not designed for 
human proportions is a particularly interesting experience. Travelling through 
narrow passages, and then, dramatically, emerging into halls large enough for 
an aeroplane is a disconcerting experience, o&en accompanied by a sense of 
alienation. Another reason to descend is the challenge itself; the satisfaction 
of being able to cope with all of the gear as well as the complex navigation and 
communication procedures is deeply rewarding. %is feeling of control over 
one’s body and mind trans!gures a cave expedition into a spiritual experience. 
%e surreal atmosphere is enhanced by some of the objects to be found in caves. 
A 'ooded passage in Mexico’s Cenote Tajma Ha contains the undisturbed 
skeletal remains of an ancient man, surrounded by the burnt charcoal of the 

top: $e Fortress of Solitude,
Superman, issue #58 (May–June
1949), DC Comics

center: WikiLeaks’ former server 
room, Stockholm, Sweden 
located 30m bellow ground, 
under Stockholm Park

bottom: Danger: Diabolik, 1968,
directed by Mario Bava
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!re he built, a !re that consumed enough oxygen to su#ocate him while he 
slept, curled in the foetal position. Discovering this underwater scene is, at 
!rst, puzzling; it makes no sense until one imagines the cave as a dry and more 
accessible tunnel.

It is precisely the cave’s inaccessibility that has allowed those bones to 
survive, safe from the pillaging that has damaged many other remains in the 
Yucatán Peninsula. Inaccessibility also facilitates the promulgation of myths 
and legends which can be neither con!rmed nor disproved. Sailors used to tell 
tales of encounters with fantastic creatures in foreign lands in such a realistic 
way that Pliny the Elder chose to include them in his volumes on natural history. 
More recently, we have so convincingly fantasized about alien civilizations 
and extraterrestrial life that a two-and-a-half-billion-dollar robot was sent to 
search for biological remains on the surface of Mars. %is mythicization of the 
inaccessible has also a#ected caves, creating an archetypical cave myth that has 
evolved along with our civilizations. %e legends about caves are essentially 
stories of empowerment, sometimes material and sometimes magical. Caves are 
depicted as dangerous mazes that contain great prizes, o&en guarded by horrible 
creatures like those described by ancient sailors. %e protagonist who enters 
a cave and manages to escape it will be rewarded with treasures and magical 
abilities, as illustrated in the story of Aladdin, who, a&er 'eeing the collapsing 
cave, rubs his magical lamp for the !rst time and is granted three wishes by 
the jinn. %e idea of caves as a source of empowerment is not entirely !ctional; 
certain “powers” are required to enter a cave, as spelunking is fundamentally a 
struggle with nature. Equipped with heavy, state-of-the-art gear, speleologists 
sometimes resemble !ctive characters with magical or superhuman powers. 

Batman’s empowerment is similarly technological. When Bruce Wayne crosses 
the threshold of the Bat Cave, he equips himself with the most technologically 
advanced crime-!ghting ordnance, which transforms him into a superhero. 
%e secret cave serves as a transition point in the narrative, bringing the !ction 
to life. Only in a massive underground space, hidden behind a waterfall, could 
such a transformation go unnoticed. %e cave allows Mr. Wayne to preserve 
his secret identity whilst mystifying Batman as a hero who rises from nowhere 
when he is needed. %e modern-day legend features the archetypical cave, !lled 
with twenty-!rst-century treasures that must remain concealed, lest they fall 
into the wrong hands.

Such mythicizing tactics sometimes escape the realm of !ction and make it 
into “real world” news. Late in 2001, several news agencies reported that Osama 
bin Laden was hiding in a refurbished cave that served as an underground 
fortress. !e Independent headlined its article as “Al-Qa’ida almost ‘immune 
to attack’ inside its hi-tech underground lair,” enhancing bin Laden’s image 
as a super-villain.1 %e cave heightened the threat posed by the terrorist 
organization as it allowed it to operate undetected, concealed even from the 
omniscient surveillance of satellites and spy planes. %is inaccessibility was 
used to justify the need for ground troops in the search for bin Laden.

%e mythical quality of bin Laden’s mountain fortress was highlighted by 
an illustration published on November 29, 2001, in the Times of London [p. 
102].2 %e cross-section of the fortress showed its impressive scale—its rooms 
and facilities, its infrastructure and defence systems, all rendered in typical 
comic-book style. If one switched the captions between this picture of Tora 
Bora and Curt Swan’s illustration of Superman’s Fortress of Solitude published 
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thirty years earlier [p. 99],3 both would probably make sense. If it had been 
reported that al-Qa’ida had a “super-computer,” a “robot storage room” and 
a zoo hidden in the depths of a mysterious cave high in the mountains of 
Afghanistan, it might have been believed. %e !ctional status of Osama bin 
Laden’s cave fortress was revealed when he was captured and killed in an above-
ground house that served as his !nal hideout.

Not all subversive underground lairs inhabit an imaginary realm, but even 
real ones are met with incredulity and o&en regarded as !ctional architectures. 
For example, the former Wikileaks’ server room in Stockholm, which sits 
inside a modernized underground shelter carved into granite, produces a 
contrast between computer hardware and the bare stone walls that contain it. 
In technical terms, there is no di#erence between these servers and any others. 
Nevertheless, the fact that they lie within a cave has led to a comparison with 
the facility designed for world domination by Hugo Drax, the Bond villain 
in Moonraker4—a comparison that equates Wikileaks’ activities to Cold War 
espionage.

%e subversive character of the underground is not only exploited by 
terrorists and cyberactivists. Natural caves and man-made tunnels have a 
long history of being used in order to escape legal and economic regulations. 
Caves are also used to store stolen goods, making modern-day criminals seem 
as imaginative as sixteenth-century pirates. Smugglers and drug dealers also 
regularly take advantage of underground routes. Using tunnels to transport 
drugs across the U.S. border from Mexico has become so common that 
the term “narco-túnel” has been created to refer to this ever-growing illicit 
infrastructure.

É Bin Laden’s !ctional cave fortress, illustrated in 
comic book style and published in the Times of London. 
[© Times of London, November 29, 2001]
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%e ability to illegally cross borders underground seems to be equally 
popular. As natural caves o&en fail to connect countries, man-made 
underground systems are used to bypass international boundaries instead. 
More than once have illegal immigrants, caught walking through the tunnel 
beneath the English Channel, disrupted Eurostar train service between 
France and England.5,6 %e images evoked by this activity are completely post-
apocalyptic, as if the planet’s last survivors were clambering through its existing 
infrastructure in order to forage for better opportunities in distant places.

As human settlements grow, the likelihood of building on top of a cave 
increases, eroding the autonomy of the subterranean. %is forced overlap 
between natural caves and a city’s subterranean structures has resulted in the 
unavoidable destruction of many irreplaceable cave passages. %e geological, 
palaeontological and archaeological history contained within them is being 
replaced by steel and concrete columns that sustain the civilization above.

But cave explorers will not be easily deterred; they will continue to venture 
into these altered caves, the nature of their underground expeditions changing 
from a struggle with nature to a con'ict with human engineering. Exploring 
these sites will not be any safer than exploring virgin caves. Once a building’s 
foundation runs across its ceiling, a cave’s stability is compromised and the 
danger of being hurt by collapsed construction debris arises. Moreover, sewage 
will surely end up 'owing through the caves; it was, a&er all, the 'ow of water 
that initially carved out most tunnels. %ese changes in the environment will 
modify the training and equipment required to enter caves. Procedures to 
safely navigate through debris and to determine a cave’s stability will have to 
be developed, and protective equipment from the biohazards introduced by 

human waste will have to be invented. We can even expect the labelling of 
cave maps to change; instead of referring to speci!c stones or tunnel shapes, 
passages will be named a&er whatever sits on top of them.

%is overlap between caves and above-ground construction results in the 
alteration of the unique atmosphere experienced by explorers. %e usual feelings 
of detachment and loneliness are destroyed when one !nds the foundation of 
overhead structures violently penetrating through a cave’s ceiling. No longer 
a space that has remained undisturbed for centuries, the cave becomes a 
display of human technology and infrastructure; exposed to the cave’s moist 
environment, these materials rust and decay, reminding explorers that they are 
closer to home than they care to be.

%e presence of isolated man-made objects in a vast natural landscape 
inspires confusion and a sense of absurdity, feelings I once experienced when I 
found a plastic !gure of the cartoon cat Sylvester, which, carried by an unusual 
amount of rainwater, had dri&ed into a cave. It came into sight as a torchlight 
passed over it, its white paws emerging from the silt in which it was buried. 
Unearthing this artefact, I felt like the !rst archaeologist to excavate the twenty-
!rst century. %e plastic relic was no more than a couple of years old, as are the 
columns supporting the above-ground architecture that have started to appear 
in many caves. As recent as these objects may be, their appearance inside a 
di)cult-to-access cave imbues them with an arti!cial nostalgia.

%e intersection of caves and cities can have other e#ects as well. Rather than 
the unintentional intrusion of the man-made changing the human experience 
of caves, the caves themselves could be !tted out with the comforts that de!ne 
modern civilization—concrete stairs and wheelchair ramps, energy-saving 
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LED bulbs and signs stating a code of conduct: “Stay on the path. No littering. 
No gra)ti. No running.” %e exit, transformed into a gi& shop decorated with 
resin stalactites, would o#er jewellery, T-shirts and refrigerator magnets as 
lifelong reminders of the day that you “adventured” in a cave.

An extreme example of this kind of transformation has occurred at 
Wookey Hole, promoted as “Britain’s most spectacular caves and legendary 
home of the infamous Witch of Wookey.” In 1936, Jack Shepard executed the 
!rst cave dive in the U.K., using a bicycle pump as his air supply, at Wookey 
Hole, now a theme park built according to the Disneyland paradigm. Wookey 
Hole Cave now o#ers a circus, an ice-age-themed area, dinosaurs, pirates and 
a fairy garden. %e cave itself has been enhanced by an “extravagant light 
show” during which visitors glimpse the passages and lakes that Shepard and 
subsequent explorers traversed in order to map the massive cave system. At 
the end of the tour one encounters the familiar drawing of a man clothed in 
animal skins, sitting next to a !re in a cave, the backdrop for a pair of ancient 
skulls that were found on-site.

–––

Diego Trujillo is a Mexican artist and conceptual designer. He holds an MA in Design 
Interactions from the Royal College of Art, London (2012). His work addresses the unexpected 
e#ects of scienti!c research and technology on many aspects of human culture. Trujillo is also 
a cave diver who considers underwater speleology his greatest passion.
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I
!e Workshop: Journey, 
Party, and %eory

We were so very pleased when we heard 
that Gilad Ratman was to represent 
Israel at the 2013 Venice Biennale. And 
why wouldn’t we be? Isn’t it us that Gilad 
has represented in his video works 
from the very beginning? Certainly, 
it is us—wriggling in the badlands of 
Che Che the Gorgeous, submerged in 
the mud of Project 588, camping on 
the shores of the Alligator River. Who 
are we? A professional team? A post-
natural horde of the dehumanized? 

%e metaphysical ghost of the “we”? A convention of perverts? A nation? 
We are Gilad’s friends. So, indeed, we were happy that Gilad was going to 
Venice. For we knew he wouldn’t go alone; he would take us with him. We 
ventured together on a long subterranean journey that led us from a hidden 
cave at Mount Carmel, through a sequence of claustrophobic passages and a 
labyrinth of water-sunk tunnels, in an exhausting series of redundant takes, 
to our glorious destination. Long-time acquaintances some of us, some 
total strangers—uni!ed by a common goal, we had become a community of 
cooperators, and when the time was ripe, we were ready to smash the rock 
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and break into the pavilion through a spectacular hole in the 'oor. (It is still 
there.) %ere was no time to rest. Not as 'esh and blood ready-mades, not 
as Kadishman’s sheep1 did we enter the pavilion; we had work to do, art to 
make. Each of us was to produce a self-portrait in clay (most of us had never 
done this before), equip it with a microphone (hardly knowing why or how), 
and, !nally, address it with visceral, bestial, blood-chilling voices, which 
the soundman (one of our own, he had come here with us), sampling and 
mixing—redoubling the sonic orgy this activity soon became—turned into 
yet another symphonic product of our communal enterprise.

And so, here we are. %e third day of shooting is almost completed. 
Breaking into the pavilion on the !rst day, sculpting in clay on the second, we 
crowned our activity today with a grappa-fueled bacchanal of vocalization. 
We are now very drunk. On the ground 'oor of the pavilion, Gilad is shooting 
the soundman sequence. Although the sound that will be produced by the 
soundman in the exhibited work will consist of nothing but the sounds we 
uttered into our portraits’ microphones, Gilad is !lming the sequence to 
techno music in order to animate the soundman’s DJ-like gestures. Indeed, 
against a background of loud and !erce music, a dozen of us transform the 
upper level into a dance 'oor. Some of us are outside, singing. A couple 
makes out in the corner. Quite a party is going on in the Israeli pavilion—four 
months before the opening of the exhibition! 

And here am I—a participant and a critic—sitting on the winding staircase 
of the pavilion, starting to work on this paper that I had promised to write for 
the catalogue. What an interesting set-up, I think: amidst a festive community 
of partying friends, the artist is engaged in the production of the work that 

brought this community together, while the critic simultaneously gives an 
account of this fact, articulating the sense of this festival we are sharing. %is 
situation, it strikes me, is not a fortuitous by-product of Ratman’s Workshop, 
but is, rather, part of its very substance. Indeed, the elaborate meditation on 
the communal meaning of art, which I increasingly realize the Workshop to 
be, is structured as a series of “situations” of this kind: !gures of practice, 
not to be subsumed in the !nal product, but persisting in its imagery as 
its underlying structure. I decide then to focus this paper on this practical 
dimension of !e Workshop—a dimension for which the fact that I am 
analyzing a work in the process of becoming is itself artistically relevant. 
But before I directly engage with the work and the practical dimension it 
elaborates, I want to brie'y outline two alternative models of thinking about 
the essential relation of art to community, which, I believe, are at play in !e 
Workshop, and, as I shall argue, in the very idea of the Venice Biennale. 

It’s time now to sober up and to do some theory.

II
Kant: %e Transcendental Aesthetic Community

%e !rst model can be traced back to Kant’s in'uential account of aesthetic 
judgment, which he took to be constitutive of the domain of !ne art. 

Pioter Shmugliakov 
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Venice, February 2013
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According to Kant, in pronouncing a judgment of taste, one claims universal 
agreement—not, however, on the basis of a determinable objective fact or 
a logical inference, but on the basis of a personal feeling of pleasure or 
displeasure. Although subjective, the basis for such a judgment is not merely 
private. As Kant famously put it, in making a judgment of taste, a subject 
believes herself to speak in a “universal voice”; in other words, she acts upon 
the idea of a sensus communis.2 %is idea presupposes that each and every 
member of humankind possesses a “common sense”—a special faculty that 
enables the universality of experience on the non-conceptual plane of human 
existence. %e reality of sensus communis, for Kant, can never be proven, 
but since without it the judgment of taste would not mean what we take it 
to mean (i.e., an aesthetic judgment would be indistinguishable from an 
account of a private sensual enjoyment), every instance of such a judgment 
indirectly claims the existence of a sensus communis as its necessary condition 
of possibility. 

%e existence of a sensus communis has signi!cant political implications. 
What is at stake in the judgment of taste and, consequently, in art as the 
domain in which (for us moderns) aesthetic claims are primarily exercised, 
is, in the most general terms, the possibility for the natural dimension of 
human experience to have public signi!cance—that is, the possibility of a 
community in which the subjective sensibility of its members can play a 
legislative role in its social practice. Moreover, the manner in which aesthetic 
judgment is pronounced establishes a paradigm for political action in this 
kind of communal existence: because by its very de!nition aesthetic judgment 
cannot rely on conceptual proof (there is no general rule according to which 

the beauty of an object or the validity of an artwork can be proven), what one 
actually claims in the pronouncement of such a judgment is the exercise of the 
capacity of taste in an exemplary manner; that is, it claims to judge in a way 
that anyone possessing this capacity should judge. Speaking in the universal 
voice means speaking on behalf of humanity as an aesthetic community, 
taking the risk of acting as its unsanctioned representative. %is community 
is, of course, not an actual political community, not a real aggregation of 
people who share non-conceptual meaning; indeed, the political implications 
of an aesthetic judgment do not su#er a bit, if, as o&en happens, it meets 
no actual consent. %e aesthetic community implicit in the appreciation 
and practice of art in the Kantian model is a transcendental dimension of 
humankind, which makes authentic communal existence possible.3

III
Artwork’s Actual Community: Heidegger’s People and Hakim Bey’s T.A.Z.

%e second model, of which Martin Heidegger was probably the most radical 
proponent, shi&s the communal essence of art from possibility to realization. 
For Heidegger, the work of art is not primarily a site of aesthetic experience, 
but the site in which an event of truth takes place. A genuine artwork 
inaugurates a new framework of intelligibility, and thus forms a community 
that shares a fundamental understanding of reality. Heidegger’s famous 
example is an ancient Greek temple, which is said to “open up” the world of the 
ancient Greeks as a historical people. Although, in terms of natural causality, 
the temple is a product of human cooperation, on an essentially human 
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plane, “the temple !rst gives things their look, and to men their outlook 
of themselves”; that is, for the !rst time, the temple transmutes a natural 
cohabitation into a communal realm of meaningfulness. For Heidegger, a 
world understood thus, as well as the community that shares that world, are 
transient: although artworks physically (and therefore aesthetically) outlive 
the world they open up, what is essential to them as artworks belongs to the 
historical particularity of this world.4 

A troubling question that arises vis-à-vis the Heideggerian philosophy of 
art is whether any artwork today (or what pretends to be an artwork today) 
plays for any community whatsoever the role performed for the Greeks by the 
temple. In terms of the orthodox version of Heidegger’s model, according to 
which the community formed by an artwork is no less than a people, the answer 
is clearly negative. Everyone would probably agree that there is hardly a nation 
today for which an artwork poses a common understanding of its historical 
destiny. If, however, in order to retain the community-inaugurating essence 
of art in Heidegger’s sense, we allot the status of community in this context to 
any actual human aggregation—however small, marginal, or instantaneous 
it may be—we are not necessarily compelled toward such a pessimistic view. 
Hakim Bey’s T.A.Z. (Temporary Autonomous Zone) can serve as a model for 
this “weaker” version of artwork’s community: a few people singing together, 
a dancing crowd, even a dispersed few for whom this poem, this movie, this 
painting speaks, articulates a shared realm of meaningfulness. Hakim Bey, 
for whom the paradigmatic temporary autonomous zone is a party (raging 
from dinner party to saturnalia to gay faery circle),5 does not explicitly argue 
for art’s exclusive role in the formation of these festive communities. On the 
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other hand, Heidegger, in some of his later writings, posed the festival as 
an essential dimension of the artistic event.6 In what follows, I shall mean 
by the T.A.Z. version of Heidegger’s model of artwork’s community simply 
an artistically inaugurated T.A.Z. A group of people that, a&er an arduous 
subterranean journey to Venice, partakes in some celebratory revelry in a 
sculpture studio might, then, be a perfect example.

IV
%e Biennale: Two Tasks of Representation

It is not di)cult to see that a certain relation between the Kantian and 
Heideggerian notions of artwork’s community is operative in the very idea 
of the Venice Biennale. %is international art exhibition, whose name is 
practically synonymous with the global artworld, stands for the transcendental 
community of humankind: the idea of a cosmopolitan spectator who 
aesthetically enjoys a diversity of art from across the world is grounded in 
a more or less explicit presupposition of a sensus communis. At the same 
time, national pavilions represent something like Heideggerian historical 
communities, inasmuch as the art they exhibit, even if not world-inaugurating 
in the radical Heideggerian sense, is meant to convey something about the 
unique identity of each community. An artist exhibiting at a national pavilion 
is thus faced with two distinct tasks of representation: as an artist, she speaks 
in the name of humankind as an aesthetic community; as a national artist, she 
speaks in the name of her nation. Ideally, the two tasks are complementary 
and their success is interdependent. For we know that “great art,” formative 

for particular historical communities of the past, (such as Heidegger’s temple) 
constitutes a most valuable body of global art history’s aesthetic treasures. At 
the same time, it is not unreasonable to suppose that it is the transcendental 
aesthetic sensitivity of humankind that enables art to play the social role—
unique in each instance—that Heidegger ascribed to it.

In practice, however, the orthodox Heideggerian position poses a serious 
problem to this conception: If there is no contemporary nation that can be 
said to be formed by essential art, how can art be expected to genuinely 
represent a nation? One possible response to this problem is to give up 
entirely, in the context of the biennale, the Heideggerian conception of art’s 
communal meaning. Artistic value would then be grounded exclusively in 
the global-transcendental !eld. %e artwork of a national pavilion, then, 
would represent a nation in the manner of a soccer team. %is approach is 
increasingly evident in the commissions of the last decade, which, following 
the precedent of Jason Rhodes, the American artist who co-represented 
Denmark at the Venice Biennale in 1999, are no longer committed to a 
strictly national correspondence between pavilion and artist. At the same 
time, however, the Heideggerian belief that a true artistic achievement 
involves not only a transcendental community but an actual one can be seen 
to endure in the rise of “relational aesthetics”—a tendency that complements 
the increasing globalization of art.7 With the diversity of practices that 
fall under this heading, relational art’s common answer to the problem of 
national representation consists in tackling the communitarian promise of 
the Heideggerian model within the framework of its T.A.Z. version.
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V
!e Workshop: %e Community-Modeling Gesture

Ratman’s Workshop, which, in its !nal form, has nothing interactive about it 
and is thus not a piece of relational art, re'ects on this latter option in the 
context of the complex aesthetic problematic of the biennale. %e fundamental 
gesture of the work is the substitution for an actual community in the orthodox 
Heideggerian sense (which is presupposed by the national character of the 
pavilions) of an instance of its T.A.Z. version; using the emptied space of the 
former, the work explores the relation of the latter to the idea of a transcendental 
aesthetic community. %is gesture answers the practical circumstances of the 
biennale’s invitation to symbolically represent Israel (by making art for the Israeli 
pavilion) by bringing a group of actual representatives (to make art in the Israeli 
pavilion). %ese representatives, however, very obviously do not constitute a 
statistical sample (a soldier, a habadnik, a Bedouin, etc.—a collection of Israeli 
“types”); neither do they constitute a set of arbitrary exemplars. %ey appear 
to form a community in its own right. Although the subterranean journey 
emphasizes the metonymical relation of this community to the national 
community of Israel, it becomes an actual community by means of the artistic 
endeavor that governs the journey—that is, Ratman’s artwork. In other words, 
!e Workshop’s fundamental gesture is the modeling of an actual community 
through the production of an artwork, a community that more or less coincides 
with the actual participants of the artwork’s production. In this sense, community 
is not only a theme but the medium of !e Workshop, the very dimension in 
which the practical !gures that constitute its composition are articulated.

I wish to illustrate this idea by considering an earlier work by Ratman, Let 
My People Go. In this four-minute video, we see a series of people vomiting in 
a number of di#erent apartments. %e soundtrack features a Zionist song in 
which Moses, addressing the pharaoh, demands the release of the Hebrews. 
Now, what I said earlier about the persistence of the practical gesture in 
Ratman’s imagery is, to a certain extent, embedded in the ontology of the 
cinematic image—its irreducible ambiguity as both !ctional representation and 
documentation of an event. %is ambiguity, renounced by mainstream narrative 
cinema, is most clear in cinematic images of activities that are fundamentally 
beyond acting—pornography !rst comes to mind. %rowing up is, of course, an 
activity of just this kind, and in Let My People Go, the literalness of the image of 
vomiting elicits an appropriate interest in the practical dimension of the work’s 
production. How did the artist get these people to retch? Did he pay them to 
do it? Did he ask them to do it as a favor? Each vomiting individual appears 
alone, as lonely as a puking person may be. Yet, the unknown social interaction 
that binds this series of discrete acts in the work invites us to re'ect upon the 
work’s essential community-forming nature. %is makes sense of the otherwise 
apparently whimsical choice of the title song, which refers to the Exodus from 
Egypt as the community-forming event of the nation of Israel. Substituting a 
community of people brought together by a work of art for a nation is precisely 
the move I identify as the formative gesture of !e Workshop.

In !e Workshop, though, this gesture, and the speci!c !gure of the 
artwork’s community it articulates, functions only as a moment in the 
dialectical progression of !gures, of which the !nal exhibit’s four-channel 
video installation is but a synchronic presentation.
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VI
!e Workshop: Sculpting Self-Portraits in Clay

%e next !gure is the clay sculpture workshop, to which the community 
turns a&er breaking into the pavilion. In contrast to the cooperative 
activity imposed on the group by the hardships of the journey, in which the 
community appeared as a whole, in the workshop, each is separately absorbed 
in an activity undertaken by all. From forming the literal unity of a group, the 
participants now appear as a random aggregate of human beings who, each 
as good as any of the others, share common aesthetic conditions. Filled with 
diverse individuals standing at equal distance from one another and uni!ed 
only by the identity of their attributes—each has a stand, a piece of clay, and 
the apparent task of transforming it into a head—the pavilion is an eloquent 
image of the aesthetic community as a transcendental dimension at work in 
an otherwise non-centered aggregation of individuals. %is transcendental, 
common-to-all dimension, however, is “upgraded” here from its Kantian 
sense as taste—the universal faculty regarded as su)cient for aesthetic 
appreciation—to what Kant would call geniality, that is, the faculty necessary 
for aesthetic production (which, far from being universal, Kant thought to be 
quite unique). %is !gure thus takes the democratic aspect of !e Workshop’s 
initial gesture one step further: not only does the artist literally transport those 
whom he was meant to represent into the !eld of representation itself; each is 
then entrusted with the task of representing him- or herself, i.e., each takes 
the place of the artist. If indeed, as it seems, this move alludes to the Beuysean 
“every man is an artist” thesis, the allusion is rather ironical. According to 

Ñ

Let My People Go, 2002
3:55 min, DV, single-channel
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Joseph Beuys’s utopian idea of “social sculpture,” the community itself (on 
the nation-wide, orthodox Heideggerian scale) would become a work of art. 
Addressing this “social sculpture” through the literal act of clay sculpture—a 
traditional medium that requires a great deal of technical skill, which the 
participants of the workshop seem hardly to master—ridicules Beuys’s idea as 
a recreational activity (art-therapy, perhaps) at the local community center. 

%e choice of self-portraiture in clay here, however, was likely the result 
of its paradigmatic status as an art form: a&er all, it is the technique of the 
archetypal, primordial act of artistry by which God created the human 
being in His own image. On the one hand, modeling the artistic act on the 
primordial act of creation reinforces the transcendental status of artistic 
creativity, itself sometimes interpreted as the result of our having been made 
in God’s image. On the other hand, clay is not a wholly external medium in 
which a representation of the human body is carried out in an analogous 
manner. Its relation to the human body is metonymical: sculptor and sculpture 
are ontologically continuous. So this artistic act simultaneously reveals two 
constitutive aspects of human existence: being more than human (divine 
creativity, or, in Kant’s terms, “supersensible substrate” or freedom) and being 
less than human (raw matter, nature). As Kant explains it in the introduction 
to the third Critique, the raison d’être of the aesthetic is precisely the bridging 
of the “great chasm” between these two incommensurable dimensions.8 %e 
natural aspect of the human being, however, brings !rst to mind not pure 
inorganic matter, but the animal. Certainly, Kant interprets this dimension 
as such, arguing the anthropological speci!city of the aesthetic realm: “[B]
eauty is valid only for human beings, i.e., animal but also rational beings, but 

not merely as the latter (e.g., spirits), rather as beings who are at the same 
time animal.”9 Ratman’s artistic exploration of the “aesthetic bridge,” which 
can thus be construed as connecting the spiritual and animal aspects of man, 
characteristically (from Lublin’s Grip to Project 588) thematizes its collapse 
onto the animal side of the chasm.

VII
!e Workshop: From Sculpting to Vocalization

It is this collapse, I believe, that drives the transition from the sculpting !gure 
to the next, the vocalization !gure. %e production of the self-portraits in the 
workshop is !nalized by equipping them with microphones and addressing 
them with sounds, which, inasmuch as they contain neither speech nor 
singing, have a subhuman, i.e., animalistic quality. For Kant, the creation 
of a sculpture as a work of art would necessarily produce a judgment that 
would claim the work’s aesthetic exemplarity, that is, a moment of speaking in 
the universal voice. %is judgment would acknowledge that material nature 
itself—in this case, clay—as indi#erent as it may seem, shares with humanity 
something of its “supersensible substrate,” and thus human meaningfulness 
can originate from it. Ratman’s collapsing of the aesthetic bridge onto the 
shore of nature amounts to an inversion of this result: the clay sculptures 
exemplify the common material ground of creation and creator. %e moans 
and roars, the whimpers and heavy breaths—ubiquitous in Ratman’s work—
represent the universal voice of mere nature speaking its very speechlessness. 
Figuratively, the collapse comes about through the annihilation of the physical 
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distance between sculptor and sculpture, a distance required by the creation, 
as well as the contemplation, of the piece; in the process of vocalization, in 
this collapse, sculptor and sculpture contract into an intimate whole.

Gradually, the sounds emitted by the vocalizing sculptors become louder 
and increasingly violent; at its cacophonous peak, the practical !gure of !e 
Workshop amounts to a group of people shouting at their clay doubles. We 
wouldn’t be wrong to recognize in this din a cry of frustration, since, taken 
in itself, this moment is a failure of the aesthetic community, which discovers 
instead of the sensus communis nothing but the transcendental universality 
of clay. In the dialectical progression of !e Workshop, however, this moment 
is resolved in a double !gure in which the actual and the transcendental 
communities of the artwork reappear in a new, vital simultaneity. %e key to 
this resolution lies in the ontological speci!city of sound.

IIX
!e Workshop: %e Double Figure

As Ratman once nicely put it to me, the voices of people singing around 
the !re are joined together in a di#erent sense than that of the people 
sitting around the !re. Sculpting or vocalizing, the workshop’s participants 
are visually separate: each shouts at his or her own sculpture. Unlike the 
individual sculptures, however, each participant’s vocal output can no longer 
be distinguished; at a su)ciently loud volume, their voices merge into a single 
sonic phenomenon. Each participant hears all the others and him- or herself 
at once—the universal voice incarnate. %e material literalness of vocalization 
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that caused the universal voice, caricatured as the voice of speechless nature, 
to fail to represent the transcendental aesthetic community, constitutes it, at 
the same time, as the ontological basis on which a new actual community 
is formed. %is actuality is far more radical than the one presupposed by 
our description of the Heideggerian model: no symbolic organization, no 
distribution of roles here—the belonging-together is directly proportional 
to actual physical participation. 

How does this physical unity constitute a community, though? (Obviously, 
not all cases of shouting together do.) For us, the participants, this ecstatic 
moment of vocalization, experienced as a festival, was the artistic event of 
!e Workshop (which only retroactively gave the journey-moment of the 
work the formative meaning we have ascribed to it). It is at this point that 
my double status as participant and critic—planned by Ratman as part of 
his community-modeling gesture—comes into play. For the collapse of the 
aesthetic bridge onto the natural side of the Kantian chasm could not have 
been taken to form a community (in the Heideggerian or any other sense) 
without someone, a member of this community, to testify that it had. %e 
work to which this community of ours belongs is, of course, !e Workshop, 
in toto—not the sculptures we produced, which are now parked below the 
winding staircase of the pavilion as material evidence of the artistic event that 
took place there. As a pavilion exhibit, !e Workshop is a commemoration 
of that event, which addresses the spectators of the biennale, who have had 
no part in the actual community generated by the work, at a purely aesthetic 
level. %e interrelation between the actual and transcendental communities of 
the artwork, thus embedded in !e Workshop’s fundamental artistic structure,  

is re'exively articulated in the coupling of the vocalization !gure and the 
soundman in the concluding stage of its dialectical narrative—a double !gure 
that coincides, in the production as well as the exhibition of the work—with 
the upper and lower levels of the pavilion. 

As the voices of the sculptors on the upper level of the pavilion mingled in 
sonic communion, the microphones placed in the sculptures sent each voice 
separately into the mixer located on the lower level; there, the soundman 
mixed them into yet another unity, transforming them into a single acoustic 
wave. %is uni!cation, however, is signi!cantly di#erent from the previous 
one, inasmuch as the soundman’s mediation involves the formal coordination 
of the received input; indeed, the output creates the impression of music. %at 
is to say, the (re)uni!cation of the voices in the soundman !gure reinscribes 
the aesthetic dimension, which the pure material actuality of the vocalization 
!gure had surrendered. %e soundman, operating in this dimension, stands 
for the artist—Ratman as !e Workshop’s author—and his activity concisely 
conveys !e Workshop’s artistic gesture, ful!lling, in its own peculiar manner, 
the two tasks of representation (national/actual and aesthetic/transcendental) 
with which an artist at the biennale is confronted. In terms of the !rst task, 
the soundman might be said to succeed at precisely what the sculpture 
workshop failed: instead of individual self-portraits of the participants, the 
soundman creates a sonic portrait of the workshop’s community as a whole. 
At the same time, this “portrait” retains the democratic promise (“everyone 
is an artist”) of the sculpting !gure, since, despite the aesthetic mediation of 
the soundman, it remains in a certain sense a self-portrait: the soundman 
adds no new sounds to those produced by the community itself. In terms 
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of the second task, this representation of an actual community is both the 
content and the material cause of the aesthetic product that the artist, as 
a representative of the aesthetic community, brings to its judgment at the 
biennale. Facing the hole in the 'oor—as the site at which a nation gave way 
to a T.A.Z.—the soundman acknowledges the contingent, actual origins of 
his aesthetic claim.

–––

Pioter Shmugliakov (aka Petia Ptah) is a poet writing in Russian and Hebrew, curator and critic. 
He is a doctoral candidate in the Philosophy Department at Tel Aviv University, working on a 
dissertation about Heidegger's philosophy of art and its legacy in the work of Stanley Cavell.
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 4/5/"3! ,50 (0#& 3/! < %&37 :4/*#0" +/1-- 4/&-5&

 !&/3! ,50 (0#& 3/! < -&/3* %&37 ;4-'4$3 !*-!27

 43  /6  4/&-*5&  4/&-5&!  -45  ,-*3-#-3  %./30  ./*5

 -(!5 .4(83! 48*1!0 !-/*4 483! *5 !48*1!/ ,/6

 (0)0  !3*-&5  ,“!*/#+!  4/"&3!”  32//#5  ,/"*  )/#-

 4&+/#) 4/&-/$& 4/-(/'$-! 4/*-!2 (/0) %"/7& #-2.4

 4C(1C3! 9/+ 43 !0-7(&! /6 3-! ,((+#--! *5 5#2&!

 4/"&3!  4/#*/4  *5  (4/-0  ,-7()/&!  ,--'4$3!

 ,8-"!* -"/-+! -4*0 !6 !-!- 3* ,436 ,) #8- .4-*0/*+!

 4/5/"3!  *5  4-*'"#"1$"('!  4-'4$3!  4/5-+(!5

 < -4(08! #-2.4! 43 3*&* 4/"&3* 4(5.3&! 3-!

.(+#--! !* $8--5 < !(2&/ !(2& *70 -#/8--!

 4-$2/#/4(/3! 4-"3-(+#--!! !#&)! ,*)/.0 ,*/3

 4&--2  3*  ,3  :/6  !5-.4  -".0  !(/&8  !-)0  !0-1&

 ,4/"&3  -#-  *)  (1/"  -4/!&!  !-./35  ,/""&6–40  !&/3

 ?-4/!&  %./30  !&/3  +1--*  4/"&3&  4/.1*  %4-"  ,3!

 4/8.* < *-*7 (4//* 3-! /6 !-)0* 483 4-(5.3 !0/54

 4-"3-(+#--!!  !5-.4!  *)  <  !*"3-0!  *5  (52!0

 !(2&0  .4/"&3!  *5  4-4*-!2!  4/)&5&*  $8-0

 !#5!  *)  -#)*0  %./30  445/-  -4/"&3!  =()!  ,!67

 %4-00  4+1/&!  4/"&3  4#/0)  .-*'"#"1$"('–-*0/*+!

 4(80" 436 !5/)5 -.7 !&/3 ,!67 !(2&0 ,+1--4 ,-&/3*

 (/5)! *5 4/(-800 (4/-/ (4/- 4(7-" /6 !5-+ .*+(/#7

 %&3! ,$#/( %/$--‘+ *5 ,-#24! 4/02)0 < (53 ,%/(83!

 <  1999 *5  !*"3-00  2(&"#  -+-1"  %-0  !-!5  -"2-(&3!

 .%&3* %4-0 %-0 !(1 4-&/3* !*02!* #/) 4/0-/8& %"-3

 5&& *5 -4/"&3 +5-! -7 4-"3-(+#--!! !"/&3! ,436 ,)

 !*-!20  ,+  3*3  ,4-*'"#"1$"('  !*-!20  2(  3*  =/(7

 4-4/$8--4!!  !2-'4$3!  4--*)0  4(7-"  ,4-*3/'23

 !&-*5&!  !--'"  <  (relational aesthetics)  4-$8-!  /3

 %//+&!  93  *)  7.4/"&3!  *5  4(0/+!  !-16-*0/*+!  43

 %4-"  ,/6  4(4/7  484  4/*./"!  4/2-'2(.!  *5  08(!

 4-4/$8--4!!  4/"&3!  *5  4-**7!  !0/54!  -7  (&/*

 !8'0!! ,) 4/##/&4!0 !&/*+ -&/3*! +/1--! 4--)0*

 4$(+  4(+$&0  -"3-(+#--!!  *#/&!  *5  4-4*-!2!

 ./*5 TAZ–!

 ."

 "#)"4" –2.01-  "$ $!-"  :"*+,"

 ,/5  !0  %-3  4-./$!  !4(/105  ,%&'(  *5  !"#$!
 4/"&3  4#/0)  ! " - 3  3-!  =7-.*/  -0-'23('"-3  (0#

 (52!0  /6  !"/(83  4/(5.30  4(!(!&  ,4-4/$8--4!

 .!*"3-0!  *5  407(/&!  4-'4$3!  !2-'&*0/(.!

 4-5&& !*-!2 *5 !4(&! 3-! !#/0)! #/$-05 !//8&!

 ,--./3 ,1)& 8"/&!) -$2/#/4(/3! -"3-(+#--!! !"0/&0

 TAZ–!  4$(+  *5  -#/8--  !(2&0  (,-"4-0!  *5  -&/3*!

 43  5&5&  !"/53(!  *5  %2/(&!  **8!  #/)0  ,!*5

 !*-!2! %/-)( ,) !"/(83! *5 !-$8- 4(-28* !#/0)!

 4/0-$"*  !"/)  /6  !//8&  .4-*'"#"1$"('!  4-'4$3!

 !*"3-00  *3(5-  43  +1--*  !"&6!!  *5  4/-'2(.!

 %4-0! (/0) 4/"&3 4(-1- 4/)1&30)  - * / 0 & - $  %./30

 -#7) , - - 5 & &  ,-+-1" *5 !1/02 430! -#- *) (-*3(5-!

 ,"-3 /*3 ,-+-1" -7 (/(0 .(-*3(5-! %4-00 4/"&3 (/1-*

 < !&/#7/ ,-3/#0 ,2-"#“08 ,*--8) -'$-''$ ,+#& ,-//!&

 ,"-3 ,+ ,! #00 #0 =3 ,(,--*3(5- “,-$/.-'” *5 9$/3

 !*-!2 ,-(1/- ,! -7 !&/# .4/-3(23 4/3&+/# *5 !(#$

 ,-$8-! 43 5-+#& -)2(2–44! )$&!5 93 .!&1) -".0

 ,*3(5- *5 4-&/3*! !*-!2* /6 !*-!2 *5 ,--&-"/'&!

 -4/"&3! ,6-&! 8(/7& 2( 5&& *5 !*-!2* 47./! 3-!

 ,-*-&0 .%&'( *5 4/"&3! !5)& /"--!# ,)$&0 '*/5!

 *5  !0/1-)  3-!  !"#$!  *5  4-$-$0!  !//8&!  ,4/(83

 ,4/"&3  4#/0)  *5  !42.!  4/)1&30  4-5&&  !*-!2

 !42.!0 ,-.445&* ,(4/- /3 4/8. ,4../8! !*-!2

 *5 !2/$-) 35/" 2( 3* 3-! !*-!2 ,!6 %0/&0 .*)/.0

 4/(/+-.! *5 %&/-2 #&& ,!*5 ,/-#&! ,+ 3*3 ,!"#$!
.!*5 !-1-6/.&/2! 43 4/0-7(&! 4/-'2(.!

 !#/0)0  %/-)  4/)1&30  !6  %/-)(  5-8&!*  -"/1(0

 40 /3-#-/ 4#/0) .(2002) -&) 43 8*5 ,%&'( *5 4&#2/&

 (.$&0 ,-3-2&! ,-5"3 *5 !(#$ !+-1& /6 4/2# )0(3

 !5& !"/. /05 ,-"/-1 (-5& 07(/& */2! $. .4/"/5 4/(-#

 !")'! .-5./8* *3(5- -"0 43 8*5* /"&& )0/4/ !)(.*

 4-'2(.!  !//8&!  4#&4!  -0+*  %7*  ,#/2  -4-*)!5

 ,1)0  ,!&  4#-&0  ,!1/)"  %&'(  *5  ,--/&-#!  =()&0

 4"4-"  -4*0!  /4B-"50  <  -)/"*/2!  -/&-#!  *5  /)0'

 4/-"5 .)/(-3 *5 #/)-47 %!/ -0-'2-. +/1--7 %! */'-0*

 4'*/0 ,,-('$"--&! *5 -4*-*)! )/"*/20 4587/&! ,/6

 %#/$-0  %!5  4/-/*-).  *5  ,--)/"*/2  ,--/&-#0  #8/-&0

 !*/)! 4-#--&! !&+/#! 3-! !-.(+/"(/. :285&* (0)&

 !6 +/$& !*/). ,%0/&7 ,3-! !32! .!6 (52!0 4)#! *)

 --/&-#  *5  4-'(2"/2!  ,4/7-3  ,-&)  43  8*50/  ,2/-#0

 .,42.! *5 -5)&! #&&0 -/3( %--") 4((/)& !32!!

 ,3! ?3-2!* !#/0)0 ,-3("! ,-5"3* %&3! ,(+ #1-7

 436  4/5)*  ,!&  52-0  ,3!  ?436  /5)-5  ,!*  ,*-5

 .3-2& ,#3* 4/3-7 ,/.+0 )-./& 3-2& *7 ?4-5-3 !0/'7

 !#/0)0 4(5/2! ,!&/*)! 4-4(08! !-123('"-3! =3

 4/!&0  (/!(!  !"-&6&  ,4/#(."  4/*/).  *5  /6  !(#$

 !6  %-)&  (/!(!  .-4/"&3!  !)0'  *5  !*-!2!–4(1--&
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!"#$!       %&'( #)*+ 4/"&3!–!5)& 4*-!2 *5 !"#$!       0/23-*+/&5 ('/-.

 **&4& ,/6 !#0/) *) #-)& (20&! #/)0 ,/-#8- /6 !*-!2

 ,-4)#0 !*/) .,-2*/8 /"3 !4/35 !+-+8! *5 !"0/& 43

 *5 !"#$! *5 -(2& -3//* (1/4 3* 3-! /6 !-13/'-$5

 (/!(!!  ,%73  .!4--//!&  #(."  -4*0  2*8  3*3  ,%&'(

 ,3/!5 < 4/"&3! *5 4-4*-!2! 4/)&5&! *) 07(/&!

 *5  -4/"&3!  !7*!&  (2-)  ,(4/-/  (4/-  -*  (//84&  =7

 4/(/+-. :/*3 %-)& “4/-13/'-$” *5 !(#$7 !"0" < !"#$!
 3*3 ,4(&+/&! !#/0)! *3 4/*-0/& 2( 3*5 4/-'2(.

 4-454! !"0&7 !--/&-# $-$00 ,--24!* 4/.-$/& ,+

 #&&0 -(&3& 43 #2&* '-*8& -"3 /6 !"0/4 (/3* .!*5

 !#0/)!  ,1)  ,/4(+$&05  #&&  <  !"#$!  *5  !6  -5)&

 ,!&1)*57  ,3-!  ,4//!4!  =-*!40  !#/0)  84"&  -"35

 !#/0)0 4/(-5- %/#3 ,('0 =3 .4-4/"&3 4/0-58 4*)0

 ,-*#/& -"5 !(120 (34* -"/1(0 ,!*5 !6 -5)& #&&0/

 4/"&3  %-0  ,--4/!&!  ,-$8-!  *)  !0-58*  ,-"/5

 !"#$0  %"/7&  #-2.4  %!-"-0  ,-/$&  285&*5  ,!*-!2*

 -$-$0! %/-)(! ,1)0 ,%/)'* 52035 -.7 ,,+/ ,%&'( *5

.!-1"//0 !*"3-0! *5

.!-(/3-4 412 4/5)*/ 87.4!* %&6! )-+!

 ..

2)#7*+*0,*'7"  2)72,3"  "#)"4"  :7*34

 '"32 *5 !).5!!–0( /8/4-" *) %)5" %/53(! *#/&!

 #&)& /*5 ,-'4$3! '/.-5! 43 '/.-5! 8/7 4(/2-00

 -.  *)  .!.-!  4/"&3!  ,/84*  $8-0  ,/45-.4*  ,%"/7&

 =3  ,4-**7  !&7$!  ,-5(/#  /"3  ,)'!  '.5&0  ,'"32

 ,-+/* 52-! =&$ *) /3 4-0-'2--0/3 !#0/) $-$0 *) 3*

 $-$0! .+/")4–-3 *5 /3 +/")4 *5 -5-3 5+( #/$- *) 3*3

 .-'(. 2( /"-3 ,-0-'2--0/$ /4/-! 9(8 ,!6 %-)& '.5&*

 '2--0/$!  ,'"32  *5  ,$(/.&!  8/$-"0  ,,)'  '.5&0

 ,+(/45 -.7 ,(&/*7 < “-*$(0-"/3 */2“0 (0/# 3/!5 (/0$

 4-**7 !&7$! .“4-**7 !&7$!” 3'0& ,4-(0)* 9/(-1!

 !*/25! 2,“!3#-3 2(” 3-! ,#-& '"32 (-0$& ,!6 (52!0

 **/7 5/8 *5 ,-5/"3! %-&! -"0& 483/ #83 *70 ,!8"!*

 4/7-3! 43 (5.3&! #8/-& (5/7 < 2(sensus communis)

 ,/-2! *5 -+5/&–3*! (/5-&0 !-//8! *5 4-*$(0-"/3!

 !"-3  ,'"32  -.  *)  ,**/7!  5/8!  *5  /4/3-1&  .-5/"3!

 ,)'! '.5& 35-- 3* /-#)*05 %//-7 =3 ,!87/!* 4"4-"

 -'4$3 '/.-5 ,(&/*7) /* ,-2-")& /"35 4/)&5&! 43

 !(2& *7 -(! ,(4-'(. 4-5/8 !3"! *) 4/#)& *#0-- 3*

 **/7 5/8 *5 /&/-2* ,%-.-2)0 ,%)/' !6 %-)& '/.-5 *5

.-8(7!! /4/(5.3 -3"47

 4/-'-*/.  4/7*5!  *)0  3/!  **/7  5/8  *5  /&/-2

 ,/847  ,4/"&30  ,+  =7-.*/  <  ,)'!  '.5&0  .4/0/58

 4/-'4$3! 4/")'! 4/&--24& (,-"(#/&! ,/"(/0)) /05

 ,3/!  ,--"63&!  97  *)  *'/&5  !&  <  !"/53(0/  53(0

 *5 -)0'! #&&*5 4/(5.3! ,(4/-0 ,--**7! ,-8"/&0

 ,%37&/  ,4-**7–4-(/0-1  4/0-58  !-!4  -5/"3!  ,/-2!

 *5  4-0-'2--0/$!  4/5-+(*5  !*-!2  *5  !4/"74-!

 .!*5  4-4(08!  !2-'2(.0  01--&  #-2.4  !-!-  !-(08

 0-1&  -'4$3!  '/.-5!  )104&  /05  %./3!  ,#/)/  436

 ,/5& :!6 %-)& -4*-!2 ,/-20 4-'-*/. !*/).* !&+-#(.

 =&4$!* */7- /"-3 ,/4(#+! ,1)& ,-'4$3! '/.-5!5

 8-7/!*  %4-"  /4/)1&305  **7  %-3)  4-+5/&  !87/!  *)

 -(! ,(4/"&3 !5)& *5 /7() 43 /3 35/& *5 /-./- 43

 43 *+(4* ,-(&--4& ,!6 %-)& '/.-5 ,-3'0& (5375

 %./3 /4/30 '/.5* (&/*7  , - 4 . / &  %./30 ,)'! (5/7

 */20 (/0-# .!6 (5/70 %8-"5 -& *7 '/.5* !-! (/&3 /05

 ,4-'4$3 !*-!27 -5/"3! %-&! ,50 (/0-# /5/(-. -**7!

 4/-! *5 !5(/& -4*0! #-2.4! 48-2*0 4/"74$! =/4

 .5&& *5 4-'-*/. !*-!2 ,%0/&7 ,!"-3 /6 !*-!2 .!+-1"

 4/)&5&  ,-2*/8!  ,-5"3  *5  -5&&  @02&  !"-3  3-!

 '/.-5  *5  4/-'-*/.!  4/7*5!!  ,%73  ;4-+5/&  -4*0

 < 483 3* !(/25 -.7 < ,3 !6 3/!7 4/)+." %"-3 -'4$3

 4-'4$3!  !*-!2!  .*)/.0  !&7$!0  !")"  /"-3  3/!

 -.  *)  ,!47()!/  4/"&3  *5  !4(-1-  ,1)0  48"/&!

 ,4/5/"3! *5 -*'"#"1$"(' #&& 3-! ,-"3-'"2! *#/&!
3.-'"4/3 -4*-!2 ,/-2 (5.3&!

 . (

 :2$*-3"  "61-  #6  2)6--"  "#)"4"

 )- $ * $7 $3"  ' $ 53" $  '(+ ) )"  #6  "-$3"

) ).  /)&!  #6  )1'3"

 -"/1-2! /8$"& ,-*/3 ,3/! (+#--! %-'(&5 ,-"5! *#/&!

 43*)! D& 4/"&3! *5 4-4*-!2! !4/!& 43 2-4& ,(4/-0

 4/"&3! !5)& ,(+#--! *5 /#-#* .!5/&-& (0)* 4B(5.3

 3*3  ,4-'4$3  !-//8  *5  (43  ,!"/53(0/  53(0  ,/""-3

 -4-&3 4/"&3 !5)& :4&3 )/(-3 58(4& /05 ,/2&!

 =70/ ,,4/**70 ,-(0#! 45-.4 *5 !5#8 4(+$& 2-5&

 .4/3-1&!  *5  4-4/!&  !"0!  42*/8!  !*-!2  (1--&

 -"//-  5#2&  *5  3-!  (+#--!  %4/"5  4&$(/.&!  !&+/#!

 ,-&/#2!  ,-"//-!  *5  “,&*/)  43  84/.”  (53  2-4)

 4-)0'! 4/-40-$! -8"/&05 93 .“!-&-–4/(/20 !&/3“7

 (/5-&0 -(! ,-5/"3 !*/). 9/4-5 *5 (1/4 3/! 5#2&!

 %37–/4#-&)0” <  %/7"!  3/!  =.!!  ,,#3*  (4/-  -4/!&!

 92 ?5! 43 ,#3–-"0*/ ,!-3(& 43 ,-(0#* 5#2&! %4 E-

 !"/53(*  %+(3&!  !6  3/!  5#2&!  ,(&/*7  ;“/&1)  *)

 (/0) .4/)&5& 08(& -#7* 4-)0'! ,--8! 40-0$ 43

 42*/8!  !*-!2!  /&7  ,!6  %./30  5.4"!  ,*/)  ,(+#--!

 ,(4-'4$3 ,+ =7-.*/) 4-6-. !"-80&5 93 :-)(3 /"! ,/4/3

 ,4/84/. %!5 ,*/)* (0)& ,-&- 4/7-(3& 4/"&3 4/#/0)

 /4--//!*  =--5  4/"&3  4/#/0)7  %!*  -4/!&!  (0#!  -(!
4.,*/) /4/3 *5 4-(/'$-!!

 4/"&3!  4--./$/*-.  87/"*  !*/)!  ,!#-('&  !*35

 !& /3) ,/-7 4/"&3 !5)& /"5- ,3! < 3-! ,(+#--! *5

 *7 (/0) ,3*&&! (,/-7 4/"&3 !5)& 4/-!* (&--4&5

 (/0)  5#2&!  3*-&5  #-2.4!  43  ,3-!  (530  !*-!2

 *#/&!  *5  4-$2/#/4(/3!  !$(+*  ,34!0  ?,-"//-!

 !5)&  -#-  *)  4(1/"!  !*-!2!  !-.  *)5  ,-"3-(+#--!!

 ,%0/&7 ,3-! !0/54! ,!&/3 (53& 4/8. 3* 3-! 4/"&3

 !(/0)5  ,/-7  !&/3  %-3  -7  ,-3#/  ,/&-7$-  ,*/7  .4-*-*5

 4&7$/&! !"0!! 43 (83 /3 !67 4/"&3 !5)& 8$"&

 (&5* -#7 ,3 ,,*/3 .-(/'$-!! !*(/+* $8-0 !-(08 *)

 %-0!5  -.7  ,4/"&3!  *5  !*-!2!–4(1--&  !4/!&  43

 !*-!2!  #&)&  43  ,!6  (52!0  ,!12"  ,(+#--!  !4/3

 *77  4-*/5  /3  !"'2  <  *)/.0  4-5/"3  4/1024!  *7*

 .4-&-$. !7 !#&)* 8(7!0 ,-0-/8& !-!" 3* < !-!45

 Temporary Autonomous)  -)(3!  -&/"/'/3!  (/63!

 *#/&7 5&5* */7- ,--0 ,-78 )0'5 +5/& ,(TAZ /3 Zone

 :4/"&3!–!5)&  4*-!2  *5  /6  “45*8/&”  !$(+  (/0)

 @&/2 /*-.3/ ,-#2/( *!2 ,34//10 ,-(5! ,-5"3 (.$&

 /3  ,-/$&  '($  ,,-/$&  (-5  /*-0505  ,,-'(.  *5  (/6.

 /(/0)5  ,--0  .5#8  4/)&5&  08(&  (1--&  ,-/$&  (/-1

 4"-800  3-!  -)(3!  -&/"/'/3!  (/63!  *5  !&+-#(.!
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!"#$!       %&'( #)*+

 .3

")' $3 )2 $  "( ) (!  ,1,-  :"*+,"

 *3(5-  43  +1--*  (80"  %&'(  #)*+5  )/&5*  /"8&5

 43  -(!5  <  ?8&5"  3*5  !&*/  .2013 !-1"//0  !*"3-00

 63& /*5 /3-#-//! 4/#/0)0 %&'( +1-- ,/"4/3 3* ,3 ,-&

 !‘1  !‘10  !0(8!  !&#3!  *)  ,-*4.4&  :/7(#  4-53(

 +"-.&2  ,-5/)  ,588  '2-/(.0  @/00  ,-)2/5  ,!.!.-!
 !2!*  ?-)/12&  4//1  ?/"8"3  -&  .Alligatoriver  4/#+  *)

 4-6-.3'&!  ,-3.(!  8/(  ?,#3–4/-8  *5  4-)0'–(40

 /"8"3 ?, >) ?'05 ?,-'/$ *5 4/*!24! ?“/"8"3“! *5

 )$/"  #)*+5  /"8&5  ,,4$!  %&  ,%7*  .#)*+  *5  ,-(08!

 #8- /"31- ./4 E3 /"4/3 82-- 3/!5 /"* !-! (/(0 .!-1"//*

 !-/08  !()&&  /"4/3  *-0/!5  =/(3  -)2(2–44  )$&*

 =/0&/ ,--0/./('$/3*2 ,-(0)& *5 !(/5 =(# ,*&(70

 ,-2--'  *5  47(.&  !(#$0  ,,-&0  4/*0/'  4/(!"&  *5

 ,,-&-!  (075&  ,-(7&  /"2*8  .9$7"!  #)-!  *3  ,,-(6/8

 4.4/5& !('& =(/1* ,-#8/3& < ,-'*8/& ,-(6 ,-(83

 !)5! !*50 (537/ ,!*/). -.45& *5 !*-!2* /"7.!

 #)0& %4-0! -77/4* (/#8*/ )*$! 43 @."* ,-"7/& /"--!

 %&6  /"*  !-!  3*  .(,5  %--#)  (/8!)  !.1(0  0-!(&  (/8*

 %&5-#2 *5 ,-5077 3* ,,#/ (50 $#--&–-#(7 3* .8/"*

 *7 .(/1-* 4/"&3 ,4/5)* !#/0) /"* !4--! 1;%4-0* /"$"7"

 /"0/(5 (0#) (&/80 -&1) %2/-# *$.* 5(#" /"43& #83

 *$/.&!  %2/-#!  43  #--1*  ,(,).  93  /0  /"-$"4!  3*

 *3 4/".!* ,9/$0*/ ,(=-3/ !&* 4)#* -*0&) %/./(2-&0

 5-3 ,4/35 ,,#–-3-.2&/ ,--4--8 4/*/2 ,-"/./(2-&!

 *.&-$ ()$&! 43 /"4 E3 2*85 #83 ,/"*5& #83) #"/3$!

 (1/4 -#7* /6! 4-*/2! !-+(/3! 43 *-.7! =70/ ,$$2-&/

.94/5&! /"*).& *5 9$/" -"/.&-$

 ')&7  ,-&/*-1*  -5-*5!  ,/-!  .%37  /"8"3  !"!  63

 4"#$/  %/53(!  ,/-0  %4-0*  !1-(.!  (83*  .,--4$!

 !-*"8700 /"4/*-). 43 ,/-! /"&48 ,-"5! ,/-0 */$-.!

 .(4/-0 ,--/45 /"*/7 /-57)* %/7" .! ;.3(+ 4--B/( 4-*32//

 5-3 *5 $"//2-$! 43 ,*1& #)*+ %4-0* !$-"7! 4&/20

 *5  2./-5  #"/3$!  ,4+1/&!  !#/0)05  93  *)  .#"/3$!

 /")&5!5  4/*/2!&  #0*  (0#  *-7-  3*  #"/3$!  5-3  -#-

 ,*1& #)*+ ,/"*5 %2/-#! -*$. *5 ,-"/./(2-&! =/4 *3
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 !(5)–483 ,1839 4"50 047"5 ,or Sicily: A Pilgrimage

 !2$. 5-#2! %&(23' .(/3 2-# -0/& !3( ,('0 ,-"5

 !$(+*  %&3"  (4/"  /(/3-4  ,*/3  ,%--)&!  (/.-$*  !7/(3

 *-//*&  .5#/2!  @(3  *5  (/763  *7  /0  %-3/  ,4-4(/$&!

 (-0$  ;$/4-&!  *5  -4(/$&!  8$/"!  43  -3#//0  (-7!

 ,)/#&  .././  -*5  ,%/'*-&  *5  ,!-(-5  43  3(25  8-"!*

?-&-&–44! )$&! (/2& 43 !"-5 ,%7 ,3

 3/(2*/  =-5&!*  5-  !0/54!  43  4/*+*  4"&  *)

 ,-(/0-+ *5 ,!-(/.-$* *-//*& **/1 82 2(.0 .2-# -0/&0

 ,-3-0"  *5  ,!-(/.-$*/  ,,-"4-//*0  /203"5  ,--4#+3

 %-0  4/"&/-&0  (52&  3/!  =7  =/40  .,!-)/*0  /)*0"5

 .3-0"!  !"/-  *)  -3(2&!  (/.-$!  %-0*  $B3-$(.  $/4-&

 3/!5 =70 !#&/(#"3 43 *-1& $B3-$(. ,-"//-! $/4-&0

 -7  8//#&  *-//*&  .!)-0'!*  ,--3&!  ,%4-//*!  43  +(/!

 !#-+$*  35/&  !-!  ,$B3-$(.  *'25  @*.&!  *5  /#*5

 ,,-3&/(! -7/ ,!2-4)! /.-0 ,“/7) *5 ,!-5#2&& #830

–**57  /&1)  #*5!  43  /*'"  ,(-)!  43  /5075  (83*

 ,7$& *3)&5-/ .,"/81-" 43 +/+8* -#7 !-*'-3* !&8*&

 4/)&5&!–!(!/  #8/-&!  3/!  !(/37*5  (0#!”  :(&/3/

 *5  /#-#*  9.“!"/-  +-*.!  /.-&  :!6  3/!  3*!  !6!  (/.-$0

 31&-!* !-! */7- 3* !6B4- D(3 %--)& *5 /(/2& ,*-//*&

 *) /.- *&" %7/5 ,/-7 .5#/2! @(3 4*/6 (83 ,/2& ,/50

.0-03 *4 4-"(#/&! (-)! *5 -&/(#! 9/8! /2

 *4*  !6B4- D(3  43  (52&!  9$/"  (/.-$  /"5-  ,*/3

 ,--4$& ,%/7-4! ,-* =.5"! ,%/2(-! (!" *5 /*/*$& .0-03

 *4* =/&$ ,--/1& %/2(-! *5 /-4/(/2& .0-03 *4 *&"0

 -3+. -+/*/3-7(3! (430 (20* %4-" *4! 40(20 .2.3

 43 !"-5 $/-.&/. -&/(! *("+!5 ,!2-4) (-) ,(4/"--)&)

 ,$“!".* 63 4"50 !#/!- 5/0-7 =*!&0 !6B4- D(3* !&5

 43  4"+)&!  4-'$-*3-"/*/2!  !//8&!  43  5&-&  =7/

 ,-"//-!  /5)5  ,57  ,!-"/*/2*  4#*/&!  %-0  ,-$8-!

.!-*-1-$0 ,-&/#2!
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 *5  #)/-&!  '2-/(.*  -8/&0  /62"4!  ,%//-&  3*/  ,5#/2!

 .2013  !-1"//0  !*"3-00  -*3(5-!  %4-0!  (/0)  %&'(

 — %&'(  *5  !#/0)!/  -"//-!  $/4-&!  ,*-//*&  *5  %&/(!

 )2(2! -".* 484& 4/$/"& ,-(34& #8- ,+ ,45/*5

 '/2"*  -4(80  ,%&'(  *5  /#/#-)0  .,-&!  -".*  484&  /3

 4-'-*"3 !5-+0 3*/ ,4-0-'3-1/$3 4-0-$2*.( !5-+0

 4/7*&&! *5 !*3 ,-"/5 ,-(/3-40 2$/)! ,!6 '$2'0

 ,-//!&! ,4(/524 -* A7 :&7 4/-&-&–44!/ 4/-)2(2–44!

 ,5#8& -4-*-+5 (83* .,-/$& +/$& 4-4/"&3 !(-1-* (7

-#-$3/2"3F-63‘+!  42!*  *5  !(-5  43  ,-3(230 

 Deeper”  ,(Jamiroquai)  -3//2/(-&3‘+  ,4-'-(0!  2"3F

 ,+  -4)#0  !*)  ,9$/"  -*7  -*  !"&-65  ,“Underground

 --4/058&  (1/4  %!  4/30!  4/32$.!  .!*-6#/+  '($!

./*3 ,-"/5&/ ,-"/5 ,-* A7 :&/ ,-*7 *) --(/!(!/

 !76"  ) *%  #3  "!("  ,"')%!

)2 $ *-3  8 $ + )1 $

 “to dig” -*+"3! *)/.! *5 ,--+/*/&-'3! /-5(/5 4.-58

 #) !5-8&&! ,4-./$"-3 4-0-$(/2( !&-5& 3-! ((/.8*)

 /&7 5&& ,@/8! *3 !.5! %& =&1) 43 @*8* !52 !&7

 58&/&  !6  -5/2  .-")0/'  */8 D&  !--850  @*8-!*  4/$"*

 Boggy Man  ,%&'(  *5  4&#2/&  /3-#-/  4#/0)0  0'-!

 468/3!  /#-  43  *)–*3  9-"&  ,#3  !3("  !05  ,(2008)

 )2/5 3/!57 /&1) 43 #)4& 3/!/ ,%/.'(3&$ (-57&0

 -.  *)  .(/(0  /"-3  “to dig”  *)/.!  (/2&  .-")0/'  @/00
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 #(.!  -4*0*  ,-0/*5  ,4/*!"4!0  !'-*5/  ,-&  (/4-3

.!(-.8! !5)&0

 4--+'('$37 !(-.80 ,#3 -"0 /5&45! #-&4&/ 63&

 -#7  !&#3!  !0)&0  4/(!"&  /(.8/  ,4-$-$0  4/#(5-!

 4/8/'0/ 4/08( ,-(/+& 4/0-0$ (/1-*/ 4/()& %-0 (08*

 ,-5#2& %-0 ,--)2(2–44 ,-(0)& /(0-8 ,#2 -&-0 .(4/-

 ,-(10& %-0 ,4/-(/0-1 4/(7-7* 4/0&/2'2 %-0 ,4/"/&(3*

 !"0"5 ,!6 %-)& #83 *+( -7*/! (0)& *5 /7(/3 .,-(.7*

 ,,-('& 900–7 !-! ,$“!".* 2160–/ 2180 ,-"5! %-0 *000

 !(5.34! !(!"&! 4(-.8 .4(. (!"* 484& (.8" 3/!/

 50/-!  4"/)0  (!"!  0-4"  *5  4-"&6!  /4'$!*  4/#/!

.4/**/$/ 4/*)4 47()& 4/)1&30

 4/&-5(&  4/-)2(2–44  4/(!"&  (.8  /&1)  )0'!

 %& ,-&(/6! ,--)2(2–44 4/(!" 4/&#0 %2*8 ,(4/- 93

 ,-1(/. ,!5 #) ,4/()&* #)0&/ ,-)25 =/4 *3 )2(2!

 .,-&+30  /3  ,-0  ,!50-0  — 8'5!  -".  *)  0/5  ,-8-+&/

 ,--+/*/4-&  ,-(/.-$*  !3(5!  /2.-$  /*3  )0'  -3*.

 ,!05  ,-)/#-!  #83  ,%/484!  ,*/)!  4/(!"  4/#/3  *)

 .-(--+-*3  !'"#  *5  4./40  (3/4&!  %/(-73  (!"!  3/!

 4/)./4 *5 %4).5! 43 ,-5./4 /"3 /05 %./3! *50

 $8--* ,-'/" /"3 ,4/5/"3! *5 -1/0-2! %/-&#! *) )0'

 4/-)2(2–*) 4/7*&&* 4/)+/"! 4/)./4* !(4- 4/0-58

 4/)+/"! 4/)./4* 4-$8- !4/8. 4/0-58/ ,4/-&-&5 /3

.!&#3! -".* 484& 4/"7/5! 4/7*&&*

 ,-((/5& ,-24(& ,--)2(2–44 ,-&(6 ,%7–-.–*)–93

 -(/.3'& -/'-0 ,-2-")& ,! %75 ,,-"#-)/ %#-) !6 ,-(./$/

 4/&#0  ,-4)*  ,/-4/-/1(.4!*/  )#/&–44!  /"&*/)*

 4(7/&!  4-4/(.$!  !&+/#!  .,--"/1(  -4*0  4/"/(7-6

 4--+/) ,%0/&7 ,3-! /6 %-)& 4-"/1( -4*0 4/(76-!* (4/-0

 4/3(* %4-" !&1) 4/(.$! 43 .'$B( ;. *$(& *5 %*#&!

 484& ,-&*)"/ ,-+6&4& 4)* 4)&5 ,4/(!" *5 45(7

 ,-05 ,4/2/8( 4/1(30 /3 4/(/# (83* ,63/ ,!&#3! -".*

 /3  -/'-0  ,!*-&  ,+  ,!&/#0  .8'5!  -".*  *)&  ,-8-+&/

 63/ ,)#/&–440 ,--(/4$& ,-0-4"0 *!"4!* ,--/5) (.$

 %!-#-(55 ,57 5&& ,(83 ,/2&0/ (83 %&60 )4.* @/1*

 (83* — 3*. 8(/30 ,7(# 43 /5) 4/./(' 4/"-.$ *5

 ,+3* — ,--)2(2–44 ,-&(6 -#- *) ,!3("! *77 ,/.8$"5
3.*+/'(/.05 C* >( :' :$–(! 4+$. *)5

 -+/*/&-'3!  !(/2&  43  ((0*  4/"/-$-"!  =*!&0

 4-)2(2!–44 47()&! !4*)! ,“digging” !*-&! *5

 Deeper”  (-5!  %/&6.  :-(/0)  !6  %-)&  #83  “#-(5”

 “There’s too  :-3//2/(-&3‘+  42!*  *5  “Underground

 ,much panic in this town, I’m goin’ deeper underground”

 -4/"&3 %/#-) .'/*-& =(# 5.8* 98#! 43 3'0* 0-'-&!

 .!6 %-)& '*.& 2.$* -/5)

"#) 5+ $ (  #6  ")2 $' $4-

 ,'($! */2$. (/0) 047" “Deeper Underground” (-5!

 !8*1!* !76 3* =3 ,1998 4"50 ,-"(23* 31-5 ,!*-6#/+
 *5 /'($* 4-"2-(&3 !$(+ /6 !4--! .4((8$& 4-4./2

 ,!*-6#/+ !"/53(* !)-./! /05 ,1954 4"5& !#"/! /(-5-3

 6&(" 4-"2-(&3! !$(+05 93 .!3'* 4-/&# 2") 41*.&

 ,'25!  $/"--2/30  4.(1  !7()5  ,,--"-)(+  ,--/$-"  -7

 '($! -(! ,-41*.4! (/1-! *5 /4/(1//-!* /3-0!5 ,!

 4/11. 4/).5!* !(-5- !0/+4 32//# !-! -(/2&! -".-!

 -23$+"/  !&-5/(-!  *)  4-(0!  4/1(3  !*-'!5  ,/'3!

 -"-)(+!  -/$-"!  (83*  (12  %&6  2./!  3/!/  ,1945 4"50

 Castle” #/2! ,5 484 !"5 !4/30 =()"5 ,%/$3! !(!

 !"/5 )2( 4"/&4 (--15 !& ,*5(& --3* =/&$0 “Bravo

 /+(8  -/$-"!  4/7*5!  .!*-6#/+  *5  !4#*/!*  4-*740

 !3&7 .4-(0! 4/1(3 !(-#+!5 %/8'-0! (/63& !0(!0

 4-0-'23/-#(! 4(/5"! %& /&!#6! 4/-".- ,-+--# 4/(-$

 301!5 ,-)/(-3) ,-)/(-3! 4/58(4! 4)0 .4-"*'2!

 4/(-$! %& 483 2( ,((-4$!* /8/7 *70 !$-" -"2-(&3!

 Lucky–!  :4-4(/524  0*  4&/54*  !476  4/)/+.!

 !4(/1 .%/$30 /.$" !"/.-$ *)5 ,-+--#! *75 ,Dragon 5

 ,/).5/!  !)/*&  4'*."!  53!/  !*-6#/+  *5  4-"/2(#!

 —  !#"/!  *5  !*-6#/+  .!(-$!  *5  !&5&  ,!3("!  *77

 ,-–0*0 ,--"-)(+ ,--/$-"& !31/47 (1/"5 ,-'"'/& (/1-

 !-+("30  ,/*+!  ,/-3*  !&1/)  40(  !(/.3'&  !4--!  —

 (83* *-*7 ')&7 40(8" /-2/' (-)! ,'($0 .4-"-)(+!

./-2/' @(.& 4/*/1&& !*/) 41*.&!5

 !5)&* 3/! (4-".-0 ,Gojira ,!(-‘+#/+) !*-6#/+ ,5!

 4-".-! !*-&! :4/(83 ,-*-& -45 *5 9/(-1 ,,8*! 4*-&

 %4-//* 4"--1&! 4-".-! !*-&!/ (gurira) !*-(/+ 4"--1&!

 40*5& ,)0'! -(#$ *7 43 4)(/.! ,41*.&! .(kujira)

 ,-(/1-! -"5 *5 4/-450-!/ 4/-&-&–44! ,!-4/*/7- 43

 !"/-*)! !'-*5“* !4/3 =./!5 !& ,!3(2" ,&5 *)5

 !$(+!  *5  !4(4/7  !6-(7!5  -.7  ,“4/1*.&!  *7  *5

 *5  !&50  “%4-//*“!  0/*-55  !&/#  .'($*  4-"2-(&3!

 -0/& — (83 -"/-#0 -&-&–44 (/1-* !2-6 *) 6&(& !*-6#/+

.2-#

 43 /8/( -"-)0 !3( -3#/ !#"/! ,!*-6#/+ 43 (1-57

 .+"/2 +"-2 ,1933 4"5& (./2 .$ %3-(& *5 4/./2! (0/5
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!"#$!       %&'( #)*+ 94(&! %& ,-047 #/) :%&'( #)*+ *5 !"#$! *)       %--'5*#3 /-‘+($

 ,0()&!  4/0(40  4/-'.2$  *5/  48"–-3  *5  !7/(3

 ,-2$0-/'$/#  *5  %"/7&!  /(.$0  ,-1/)"  !-5(/55

 ,-#-&)&!  ,./('"6-&  *5  /--/#-/  — 94(&!  %&  ,-047
 /3  -/6-8  *5  4/(5.3  *7*  *)&  4-5./8!  !(-80!  43

.4/"4*)/4 *5

 4/&-&)!  ,4(!1/&!  4-#$&&–-'"3!  8/(!  9(8

 (4/"  %&'(  ,-0-$(+$"('!/  -"(48!  35/"!/  4-4*-*)!

 ,-$8-0  !-/1&  4/)&5&!  -7  %-&3&!  ,'$-*(/'2/('$

.,&1) ,-'(.0 (53& (4/- ,-'(.! %-0

 (1/37/ *!"&7 5&5& (1956 ,$(--3 $/"3/0 '") /''05$1. "''#)(

.1995 4"5 63& 0-03 *40 4-//57) 4/"&3* 67(&! *5 -53(

 -2$0/.*/ .6 .& :,/+(4 ,94(&! %& ,-047 ,-2$0--/'$/# .& ..  .1

.25 ‘&) ,(1974 ,#8/3&! @/0-2! :0-03 *4)

Under the bowers 
Where the Ocean Powers 
Sit on their pearled thrones; 
!rough the coral woods 
Of the weltering "oods, 
Over heaps of unvalued stones; 
!rough the dim beams 
Which amid the streams 
Weave a network of coloured light; 

').0( .$"4'7

 "-+3" )4-1-.
"592) :'3 8))1- #3

2)3'43  2)#(2

 *$320 13 !'"&/2/#0 -435"5 !31(! ,/40 ,2012 @-20

 1,!'"&/2/#! *5 (Logbook) “)$&! %&/-” *) !-"&(+05

 ,0-03 *40 %&(//(0 !-(*+ 4*!"& ,!(/+ -#) --*3 !5+-"

 9/4-5* 4/(5.3 !4*)!/ ,!-"&3 ,) !"&" %&'( #)*+5

 .-87/"!  +/*'2*  /!5*7  +/$&  !&/(4  0-"-5  !*/).

 %&(!  *5  /(.$&  '/'-10  !84."  !(/&3!  !31(!!

 /#0/( 43 -5/20 =3 -4#(-+ 4) !4/305 ,2-# -0/& ,*-//*&

 *5 */#+! %4-//*! **1 5&& )+( /4/305 (5.3 .%/-*)!

 =(#! *7 /4&-5" 43 (1) ,“,-&* 484&” -4/(.$! ,-!

.!*3 ,-&0 ,/-57) ,%37 !*)/ 05 63/ ,*$32&

 ,(.$&!  ,*3)&5-  !//5&  2-#  -0/&  *5  41  2(.0

 */#+!  %0*!  %4-//**  4/$8/-&!  4/-3*.!  4/-/7-3!  43

–%--)& *) (/.-$! %!0/ ,“/(0)–,-&-0 /(./$5 4/3*."“*

 ,-&-  -0  !47!  /6  !3//5!  2.-6/23(-$  #-*5  !6B4- D(3

 .!6  +/*'2*  0/47*  -4/3  %-&6!  %&'(5  (83*  ,-#83

 ,!2-4)! %//-0 !)-0"! (/2& 43 ,2&&! ,-"//-! $/4-&!

I’m goin’ deeper underground 
!ere’s too much panic in this town 
I’m goin’ deeper underground 
!ere’s too much panic in this town

-----   Jamiroquai

           “Deeper Underground”

And under the caves,
Where the shadowy waves 
Are as green as the forest’s night:-- 
Outspeeding the shark, 
And the sword-#sh dark, 
Under the Ocean’s foam, 
And up through the ri$s 
Of the mountain cli$s 
!ey passed to their Dorian home.

-----   Percy Bysshe Shelley
          “Arethusa,” 1820
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./"-)0 (4/"

 .4-")0/' !1-0 *5 ,-"/5 4/3(& +-1& 588 '2-/(.
 .8'5!  -".  *)  '3–'3  ,-8-+&  @/00  ,-$/7&  ,-53(

 !&/#  .!#07  !&-5"  *5  4/*/20  ,-//*&  ,--/&-#!
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 4/-*-*8*  ,-(0/8&  4/(/"-1!  43  ,-3/(  /"3  9/$0*

 ,-//4  *5  !(#$  2.$  !-"/.-*/.  2.$  “4/"+"&“!  ,@)

 ,%/-+-!!  /1  43  ,!(/37*  ,#+/"  !3(&!5  93  .,--*&/#"(

 4/)1&30 4/-*-*8! =/4 *3 “,-.5/"” ,-53(!5 !&#"

 %/7"  3*!  %#1*  ,-(0/8&  4/(/"-1!5  %//-7  =3  ,4/(/"-1!

 ,"-3 ,! ,%!-(-(8 =/4& 9'/" !3(" @/0/ ,4/-*-*8! *5

 '($!  43  ,4/8!  ,/*140  .*-*1  *7  2-.!*  ,-8-*1&

 !‘1 !‘10 ,-(/1-! 43 ,-(-76&! ,,-53( ,-(5)7 ,-3("

 .@/0!  -".  *)  -5/20  “,-.1”  ,Multipillory–0/  !.!.-!
 ,%&'( -(0#*

 .‘4/7()&‘*  -*13  (/52  9/+*  53(!  %-0  $8-!”

 .53(  3**  %!  4/&78/4&  4/-'$-*'-.2  4/7()&

 9/()* */7- !435 53( =* %-35 ,%!*5 !&7/8! 436

 4/)1&30  47()&!  43  $-0!*  4*/7-  ,).  ./4/3

 %-3 ,/-7 .=*&! 53( 4.-() *5 -*/0&-$–-6-.! '23!

 2/0$--. ;,*)" +(0(2/1 2(3&5 8-"" .4367 !-1./3

 01&0 2$)4& -"3 .'.$"/2! 3* 4/8.* ,,*)-- 3*

 5- ,!-"/&(! %-3 .9/+* 53(! %-0 !&-*3 !#(.! *5

 %/-+-! 4/)-1&5 4/7()& (1--* -4/3 %--")& .$""/$-#

“.‘)#-& 4&-(6’ *5 (83

 ,!-53(  43  ,-01)&  ,!5  %&60  ,!"#$*  (/68"  ,3

 ,-*$/.&! ,-53(! =/4* ,-.445&! ,-(-#8& ,(&/80

 !-16-*32//! ;,-8(/1/ ,-2)/1 ,! ,7/4*/ ,,-"/./(2-&

.#-&4& /#"5(20 4&1)4&

 4/"/(2)! 43 5-8&!* 0-'-& !#/0)! *5 !6 2*8

 %"/7& #"/3$! :%&'( *5 /-4/#/0) **7 $-$005 ,--"0&!

 ,-(0/)! 4/*/2! .%&3! %--"/)& /05 “)#-&! 4&-(6” 43

 %./30) %4-0!  **80  ,-'5.4&  ,,-(/85!  ,-*07!  =(#

 ,!  .(4/(!"&*  #)0&  ,-"285!  )$&  43  #!#!&!

 (0#*”  #"/3$!  5-3  ,4/3  =./!  ,5/  ,($2-&*  ,-)-+&

 /#0/)5  4/*/2!  ,-+6&4&  9$/"  ,/$2  '230  .“(83

 )/&5* %4-" %--#) ,436 *70/ .#83 */2 *+ -#7* /64"/$/

 :#"/3$!  08(&  43  4/0-7(&!  4/"/5!  4/075!  43

 *-*1/ ,-4//)&/ ,--)0' 4/*/2 ,4/()&0 -.2-!! #"/3$!

 4/(/"-1* !&/#0) ,-*07! (/(1 ,4-*&(/. !"-80& .#0/)&

 4(#$  43  ,-8-7"&  ($2-&!/  (588 '2-/(.0  2-'$*.!

 ,-(52& ,3#-(+ ,-*-*1 4(0)!* (0)& ,(53 ,-(/0-8!

 ,4.4/5& !-//8 ,483 #"/3$ 4#/0) ,-(1--&/ ,-5"3 %-0

.4**/7–4-*$(0-"/3 4-'4$3 !(-&3

 43  +1--*  ,%7  ,3  ,,-0-'-&  !#/0)0  #"/3$!  -0-7(

 '(.!  %-0  ,-$8-*  (530  %&'(  *5  ,--"0&!  /-2/$-)

:%&3! (-0$&5 -.7 ,!1/02*

 %/+(3 *) 4/$$/0& %! .4/-4(08 4/45( *) 0/584”

 .4/-41/02 4/-/!6 *5 47()& =/40 '(.! 4/!6 *5

 !#/0)0  0-'2*/2*  *3/#-0-#"-3!  %-0  285&!

 ,-5"3!  *5  %--")!  *7  .!6!  (0#0  /&7  2/-#0  3/!

 ,!57 ,+ ,,-(52! *7 43 ,!-"-0 5-/ ,-1024&5

 !6* !6 ,-(084& ,!*5 4/*/2!57 ,+ ,**80 #8-0

 %-3  .($2-&0  ,-#0/)&/  ,-*070  ,-(0/)  ,!57  ,+/

 %-0 ,-/$& 84& *) 4(0#&5 45( /6 .#0* ,/-2 !6*

 4-+/*/"7'  47()&  3-!5  ,4&-/$&  47()&0/  ,*/7

.“,-*070/ (&/80 !(/525 ,-4-"0 -"35 4(+.&

 !"#$! *5 4-$-$0! 4-0-'-&-(.! “!'-5“! ,%&'( (/0)

 4"-#&  *5  /6  —  4(83  47()&  484  !(-480  4)--$&

 ,*/0+ -(0)&/ 4/(#+ ,4/*/0+ *5 4-&*/)! 45(! ,,/3*!

 !2-43!  ,*/3  ./"*5  !)/"4/  !)/"4  *7  *)  ,-82.&!

 .!*5 0-'("! %& 4)(/+ !"-3 !"#$!  *5 “4-4(48&“!

 4(/$&  *)  %)5"  %&'(  ,4/&#/2  4/#/0)0  /"-3(5  -.7
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 !6  ,-$/8#!  ,,-.445&!  *5  4-*740  4/8/"  -4*0!

 =*!&0  !6/64  3**  (35-!*  ,-0--8/  4/.-.10  !6  #+"7

 ,,-&/(-)  ,2*8  — (-2!  -(/83&5  ,-./+!  5/+  .,/*-1!

 !(-//3* #+/"& — ,-(12 ,--$"7&0 /3 ,-"/4840 ,2*8

 4/6/.!  .,--(.!  4&#205  !&/+)!  4-'&/(7/"/&!

 ,*-*)0  4/-)0'  -4*0  ,4/-2$'/(+  %!  %&'(  (&64&5

.4/0-37& ,+ -3#//* 0/(2/

 ,tableau vivant–! 0-0$ 00/4$!* ,-7-5&& /"3 #/)0

 4/(4/"  4/-/&#!  ,/6!  4-#&&–4*4!  !-8!  !"/&4!

 ,-18" ,! /*-37 ,-3(" ,-.445&! .)-" 3** %!-4/8/"40

 9/+  */'"  53(  — (-2!  -#-  *)  ,/)&5&7  /'/5.  ,,--"5*

 01-&! .(83! (0)! %& 53( */'" 9/+/ #83! (0)! %&

 *) %(2/& -/&-#! .!6! !(/3.4! =()& 43 *-.7& /&1)

 3**/ ,-53(* ,-(/8! 3** =3) @)! (-2 *5 2-/#& 24)!

 !+-1&  (-2!  4&#2  *)  /3-#-//!  4"(2!0  .(*+"/‘+!  9/"

 43/  /3-#-//!  43  2(  3*  —  /*/7  (/.-$!  43  !#/0)!

 .“=$&“! *5 -(/83! /#1 43 ,+ 3*3 ,/*5 !-12/('$"/2!

 -(/83! /#1* !"/. ,-*/#! 4)/"4 43 !28&! ,!./1!57

 !5/84  .//  !‘6#  *5  !(6/&  !5/84  !//8  3/!  ,(-2!  *5

 !*/)/ !05 ,4/3(& (#80 !--!5 *5 ,4/-#&&–0( *5 /6

 -/18 (=$&) (/5-& 4-"&6–/0 !+-1& Multipillory .!"#$0

 ,,--(.*  ( 0 ) &  -/1&5  !&  *5  -/*-+0/  -/$-70  285&!

 /"* (.$& %&'(  . / - " . * & /  / - ( / 8 3 &  -/1&5 !& *5/

 ,/-(/83&  ,+  3*3  ,=$&!  *)  2(  3*  !-/1&  4/3-1&!5

 ,!#/0)! 4--12/('$"/2 *5 !6 -/*-+5 3*3 ,#0*0 /6 3*/

 !*-02  2(  3*  3-!  ,/6  4-#&&–0(  4/7-3  *5  !4.-58

 .!#/0)! 47()!* -8(7! -3"4 !//!& 93 3*3 ,%-'/*8*

 0/*70 ,*/1 — *+"/‘+! 9/" — Multipillory *5 )2(! -/&-#

 !*+- %8/0 '0& .2(/- /-"0 $2"/(0 *5 4/-8! %+0 ,-./2!

 ,-1) !+-1& !"/&4! .-8 9/2 -/&-#! *5 %/484! /2*80

 4/&(/-# 8$/"0 !&(/-# — )2(0/ -4-&3 9/2 ,,--4/73*&

 ,-.$/" ,-70#" !"1$* ,-.-$/& !*3 *7/ ,19–! !3&! %&

.!-*53 *5/ 2&/) *5

 ,,*/)! %& 2*8 3/!5 ,/(2 *37 =$&* 4/$8--4!!

 4-53(  43  4(763&  ,/4/3  925&!  8'5&  *37  3*/

 4&-3& /8(05 ,,-./1! *) )/#-! (/.-$! 43/ )/"*/2!

 ,-83!  *5  ,'($  4"(2!  =*!&0  40(24&!  407(!

 -(3'$ 3*/2-" .1895 4"50 !"84* !)-+& 407(! ,(--&/*

 ,/-#&* %&'( *5 /4#/0) %-05 !2-60 %# +/*'20 /(&3&0

 .-*20 !*-6#/+ *5 !4/&#0 5/&-5! 4/)1&30 -)/"*/2!

 ,-3//2/(-&3‘+  4-'-(0!  !2!*!  *5  !(-5  43  !//*&!

 ,-(3'$  %--1&5  -.7  ,/3-#-//0  .“Deeper Underground”

 %(2/&  /-*)5  =$&*  #)0&  41(/.  4-4-&!  41*.&!

 2(  .,-&0  /*/7  ,*/3!  4.1!*  4&(/+/  ,!*-6#/+  '($!

 4"4-"  -4*0/  483  3-!  4/3-1&!  -(8$&!  )/"*/20

.=$&! *) 2(/ =3 !-/1& /6 !(/37* 4/#83/ ,!2/*8*

 =$&!  %-0  4-./$/*-.!  !*02!*  /"4/3  *-0/&5  !&

 ,$/(&/!  #)/  %/'*.3&  ,!-+/*/4-&0/  4/(.$0  .!()&*

 4(76/&  ,**70  ,3  ,4/(-#"  ,-4)*  ,%-//'  #)/  $'-2&

 4/8.! *7* ,/3 !* !1/8& -/1& !& %-/1-5 -*0& !()&

 .@/8*  ,-".  %-0  */0*0!  (76/3&  ,%/'*.3  *5  !(2&0

 ,--8!&  4/3&+/#  3-0&  /- E8/('  /+--#  ,+/*'20  /(&3&0

 -".*  484&  !--!5*  )2(2!  -".  *)&  !--!5&  (0)&*

.!&#3!

 )/'-20  %/-+-!  3/1&*  %4-"  /6  !-+/*/.(/&  -.  *)

 ,)  .,-7$&  !5-&8*  /2/(-.0/  !"#$!  *5  0-'("!

 ,-(#/8 ,! /*-37 !*-!2! -(08 ,-3(" !()&* ,4$-"7

 *5 4-*'"/(.! !"(2!! ,!&/#0 .=$&/(-2! *5 ,/(2*

 4--)'!* %4-00 ,-#&&–*/#+ (-2 47./! 4/()&! )$&

 ,4/-2/(30  4/(24  %4/3*  #/+-"0  =3  ,(trompe l’oeil)  %-)

 (/8* ,/2& !".& %37 (-2! ,,-&5* !(/37* 4/84."!

 *5  -5&&!  **8!  43  ,-+-1&  ,-7$&!  (35  .!&#30

 0/5 ,-*-.7& — 2(3. !"/*0 4/3(& (#8* !&/#0 %4-0!

.9245&! -/&-#! 43 0/5/

 ,--6-.!  4/02)!/  !6  ,/2&–-/*4  -0-'&(/.(.  %.

 *5 =./" !#/0)* ,-//5& **80 ,-+1/&! 4/)(/3&! *5

 ,4/-'$-+/*!  4/-+/$!  %&  )+(*  ,*)4"  ,3  .“4/"-&3”

 /3-#-//!  4#/0)0  /&1)  %4-00  !"#$!  !5/)5  5/&-5!

 /(4/"5  ,-*$.!/  !.1(0  (/8!  .!1/8!/  !&-".  $(/2

 ,-(3/4&! ,-)/(-3! -7 4-*3/6-/ 4/#) ,-2.$& **80

 *5  4-6-.!  ,4/87/"  ./58(4!  %73  /3-#-//!  '($0

 )$&!5 93 ,4/"&-!& 0-'("! (35* !//5& ,-'2--0/3!

.-)/"*/2 ,$2 *5 (1/4 8(7!0/ (/(-00 3/!

 #)/45  -"'"/.$  )/(-37  4(--'1&  !#/0)!5  93

 2#2/#& %/"74 !*/7 3-! (0# *5 /4&3* ,“!-8” !'*2!0

 -5+.& =/4& !#-.20 !"0" !"#$! *5 */2! $. .!058&/

 0/1-)*/ ,(0*-$ -"/- =-(#! “,-(&6“! 43 .,-0/(& !'*2!

 (4/-&  .(-3&  *3-"#  -3(83  01-&!  *5  **/7!  #"/3$!

 ,-*/-' *5 ,-&/*-1& !"0" 4/()&! )$& $"//2-$5 %--1*

 !&1) !"#$! -&/*-1/ ,,-"//+&/ ,-"/5 ,-(430 ,-0/(&

 =3  ,,-"285!  *5  ,--4(-1-!  ,-.8#!  *)  ,"&3  /")5"

 4/-/0()4! =/4/ ,-)/12& *$. *5 #/&1! /)/-$0 /(1/"

 4(/1  .-"'"/.$  %./30  84.4&  /#/)0  )/(-30  %&'(  *5

 *5  /3-#-//!  4#/0)  %-05  ().!  43  4.5/8  /6  !#/0)

 4"-80&  %!/  !'-5!  4"-80&  %!  ,“#/)-4”  %-0*  %&'(

 !-13/'-$!  *5  *3-1"'/.0  %--")4&!  ,%&'(  .35/"!

 !&” -7 (-!1& ,4(1--& 3-!5 (&/80/ !&1)& !//!4&!

.“58(4!5 !& 8(7!0 3* 3/! ,-3/(5

 /3  !(-5-  !0-$  ,).  93  %-3  %&'(  *5  /-4/#/0)0

 (4/-& /3 ,--"5& **7 =(#0 4/07(/& %! .!(/(0 !31/4

 ,-(/.-$& /3 ,,/&) (/0-8 ,!-"-0 5-5 ,,-*-02& ,-(/.-$

 0-'("!/ ,*.(/)& (4/" !31/4* !0-$ %-0 (52! ,!05

 )#/- /"-3 ,*/)* !./1! .)(7/& -4*0 #-&4 (4/" -$-$0!

 ,!  !&*  ,4/#/0)0  ,-+1/&!  ,-5"3!  ,-5/)  2/-#0  !&

 .!431/4  -!&  /3  !*-*)0  =/0-$!  (4."  #1-7  ,,-(4/8

 :/&1) %&'( 436 (-0$&5 -.7

 )/"*/20  /&7  ,-(3-"-*/  #-83  ,-'"(!/2  0-'("”

 ;(/#$/ -7((-! !"0& ,0/( -. *) ,=-(1& ,,-('$"--&

 ,-"4/"/  !6  43  !6  ,-2-#1&  ,-'(.!  /05  !"0&

 ,,-+/*3-#! ,5/0*! ,2/!-*! ,'-($4! .!6* !6 92/4

 ,-&/4( ,*/7 — #"/3$!/ !7-()! ,!(/34! ,,/*-1!

 ,!  0/(  -.  *)5  ,!#&)*/  ,*/)  4.25!*  ,%/-+-!*

 /05/  !//8  -"35  ,*/)!  .--#&  ,--4-*/"/&/  ,-#-7*

 — */7* *)&/ (/4$ ,(/05 ,*/) 3/! */).* !1/( -"3

 (4/-  !(.&  3/!  ,-4"-80&  ,!6!  01&!  .-3(23

 .4/)&5& 4(-1- *5 (4/- 4-5./8 !)/"4 (5.3&/

 ,-0($&5  ,-01&  ;(5.  ($/8  *5  ,-01&  0!/3  -"3

 ,-(1--&5  !*37  ,+/  #83  0-'("  0-0$  %+(34!*

 43 8/4.* ,!4-0! (/68* /&7 !6 .!(6! *5 !5/84

 .%&6 !0(! (07 /0 ,-(+ ,-(83 ,-5"35 4/*+*/ 4*#!

 3* -#7 2-.$& %(2/$& !-!- !./1! ,+5 !//2& -"3

 4/"&#6!7 3*3 ,%/*5-77 /3 !7/0&7 %0/&–-3 4//8*

 *5  $('"-3!5  05/8  -"3  .5#8  ,-*7  6+(3  (1--*

 4-(3"-0  !.5  ,*/7  ,#/2  ,3/!  (8/7!  !"0&) %/0-(!

 *7 /-#)*0 .!'-*5* $-$0! !6 .(5.3! *77 !#-83

 ,-$('"-3!  *7*  -&#2&  -3"4  !6  .$/(24  47()&!
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 ,-(6--8–2.$  —  ,-"/5&  ,-**1  *5  4/&&/#  4/"1$*

 ,) 4.8$"! ,-8."4& ,-"-"4 42!*/ — 4/1*.&–2.$

 ,-++/8! 4/+!"4! 47./! '($! 4/*5*45! ,) .,(6!

 ,-&'.&  ,!  —  4/8./  4/8.  “440(/4&“/  “4"+/!&“*

 (4/-5 *77 .4/*/2 -*/20 ,-*)45& ,,-"'($0 ,&1) 43

 #) ,“0C(+“! 4&1/) 4(0/+ =7 ,,-(0/8& ,-*/2&( (4/-/

 ,-2(/.  ,-"--*0!  .!)/(.  0--(  40-$&*  47./!  3-!5

 !5/)/  @)  *)  %)5"  +/6  .!32!*  =./!  */)-5!/  ,*/)  *7

 @-1!*  -#7  !-(+-$0  *!/3!  43  ((/8&  /!5-&  .$2$

 ,%5- +/6 *) !"/' 4$./2& %&5 =./5 9$/" (/80 .!&-".

 ,-#83  .,-#2/(  ,-(83  .!$./205  !"/'!  43  *7/3  63/

 *7  .*8"!  =/4  *3  ,-2/020&  ,-&  47-.50  ,-2/$)

 *5  ,-&&/#  4/3(&0  4/(/65  /**!  4/5)/(!  4/"1$!

 ,-"-80&  /"3  ,-/$&  0*50  .*8"!  #(/&0  ,-.1!  ,-"-"4

 /4/3 4"//7&! ,!3//$! -#+00 4/&# 44/B1& %-"4 *7*5

 !-*53 ,-(1--& ,-"-"4* ,-++/8! %-0 ,-7/4-8! .'250

 /./$  ,*/3  ,!0-$&*  -3580  ,-0"+4&  ,-"-"4!  /*-37

 :-)&5&  #8  /"-3/  ,4/"5(.*  8/4.  (4/"  /3-#-//!  *5

 4-5&&  4/#)  *7  %-3  =3  ,“(!"“!  %&  ,-*/)  “,-"-"4“!

.4/"1$! -45 %-0 -!5*7 !2-6*

 ,Alligatoriver *) %&'( ,) -488/5 4/#83 ,-"5 -".*

 —  !(4/-  ,3*  —  ,-)0(3”  482*  ,*85  -*  (.-$  3/!/

 43 ,4 E3 (/0)* !1( 3/! .“!*-*0 ,()-* ,-5"3 ,,-5-5

 (1-5 /3-#-//! 01-& ,!"#$0 ,5+4! ,/*8! .!6! )$&!

.2013 !-1"//0 !*"3-00 -*3(5-! %4-0! (/0) %&'(

 ,-"0/&0  ,,-0/(2  !"#$!  42$/)  ,!05  ,-35/"!

 ,!.!.-!  !‘1  !‘10  %&'(  2$)  ,!05  ,-35/"*  ,,-0(

 /"-".0  +-1&  3/!  0/5  .4/(83  4/#/0)0/  Alligatoriver–0

 ,,-"285–3* *5 !*-!2 — 5-3 ,-5/*57 !"/&! !1/02

 4/#/0)0  ,+  ,-)-./&!)  ,-0/'!  /-(08&  !&7  !7/405

 (/0)* 0/58 /* !-! ,/&1) %&'( #-)!5 -.7 .(/*5 4/(83

 0/58 !-! *03 ./*5 ,-(08! 4*-!2 ,) !6! )$&! 43

 %-35  (7-"  .!*-!27  “!3(-4” !1/02!5  ,(4/-  /*-.3  /*

 .-"+(/3  8(/30  4*)/.  3-!/  ,!1/02!  -(08  %-0  !-7((-!

 ,4/-4/+!"4!/  4/-+/*/-1/$  4/-(/3-4  ''1&  %&'(

 -8"/&0 ,#3 -"0 0(20 4-4(08–,#2 4/+!"4! 4/(2/8!

 #)  4/"/&!  4/1/02  -7  %)'"  .,--4(08  ,-"0&/  !.5

 ,4*0+/&  !.5  4/)1&30  (524*  4/*/7-  5-3  ,-5/*5

 )-./&! ,0/23-*+/&5 ('/-. .4/+-!"& /3 !-7((-! 3**/

 *) +/*'20 /(&3&0 (.$& ,%&'( *5 /-4/#/0) 4-0(&0

 +1--*  (80"57  ,%&'(  *5  /-(08  0(20  !1/."5  !8&5!

 ./43  ,4/3  82--5  / ) # -  ,!  ;!*"3-00  *3(5-  43

 *5  /-4/#/0)*  4-$-$0!  31/&!  4#/2"  3-!  /6  !*-!2

 !(-80  !"-3  /6  ,0/23-*+/&5  !3(&5  -.7  ,,*/3  .%&'(

 47./!! !(-80 ,4-'4$3 !(-80 ,+ 3*3 ,3#-(+ 4-4(08

.4-*$(0-"/3* 4/"&3! 4#/0) 43

 +-1&  ,,-7$&  !5-&8*  /3-#-/  01-&  ,-87/"!  01-&!

 41/02 *5 !3-1- ,$/#/$23 ,2/-# (4-* ,/3 )$& ,48*5&

 4$"7" !1/02! ,-(3-"-*! 0-'("! -8"/&0 .*3(5-& ,-5"3

 3-! .!.-8 *) !./1! ,*&(7! $7(0 (! )*1 *) !()&*

 4/.1/&  4/(!"&  ,,-(1  ,-(0)&/  4/*/#+  4/()&  !1/8

 *)  ,-35/"  !1/02!  -(08&  2*8  .4/50-  4/(!"&/  ,-&

 4/#(5-!  47()  %-0*  ,"-05  ,,--'(#"'$  ,-*-&(4  ,0+

 /4/3 — !1/02! -(08 *5 ,!-#+0 .5/*2 /*/ (52 *7 %-3

 ,-34& /"-3 — Alligatoriver–0 /"-3(5 *5/(& “-.-!” 5/0*

 !1/02!  !)-+&  9/$0*  .4/()&  (28*  )$&*  **7/  **7

 !#/2"*  ,-)-+&  ,!57  .$.'*  ,-*-84&  !-(08/  ,(-.*

 !65  #)  ,)*$0  ,-8#/2/  ,-5-'.0  ,-7&  ,!  ,!"/-*)!

 ,(/8!  43  ,-0-8(&  ,!  .(-.!  **8  *3  (#/8  (/3/  ,)"7"

 **8  =/4  *3  ,-$"7"/  !(!"&!  %&  !6  (83  !60  ,-31/-

 ,=*!&! 43 #)4&! ,'/5–+"/*! ,/*14 .,#3 -#- !5)&

 /"3 !(!& #) .,31&-! ,/2&* (530 2.$ *7 (-4/& /"-3
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